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Featuring a then and now
retrospective of Bridgewater
State College
• Historical facts and photos of BSC
• Current college photos and
information
• Special college millennium
celebration dates highlighted
Order Now! Use the tear card attached
in this magazine to place your order.
Price: $10.00 each (plus $4.17 each for shipping
and handling)
Calendars may be purchased on campus at the
college bookstore.
Buy one for yourself! Buy more to give
as gifts!
BSC Alumni Survey
In order to better serve you, the Bridgewater State College Alumni population, we want to know what you think and what activities
and services would be of interest. Please take a few moments to complete and return this survey as soon as possible, but no later than
August l't. Survey results can be returned via fax, phone, e-mail or regular mail. (Phone 1-888-BSC-9555; Fax 508-531-1722; E-mail
classnotes@bridgew.edu: Address - BSC Alumni Survey, P.O. Box 13, Bridgewater, MA 02324). Thank you in advance for your time and
input.
Name Year of Graduation _
Address _
Phone number E-mail address _
,/
1) What is the best time of the year for you to attend an event?
o Winter 0 Spring 0 Summer
December - February March - June July - August
o Fall 0 Any time
September - November
2) What types of alumni activities would interest you the most? Check all that apply.
o Academic Major (List) 0 Class Reunion 0 Seminar 0 Speaker
o Club/Organization (List) 0 Fraternity (List) 0 Sorority (List) 0 Other
3) What time of the day is best for you to attend an event?
o Early morning breakfast 0 Lunch time 0 Just after work 0 Evening
o Travel o Sports Event
4) What days of the week would be most convenient? Check all that apply.
o Monday 0 Tuesday 0 Wednesday 0 Thursday 0 Friday 0 Saturday 0 Sunday
5) Where is the most likely place that you would attend an Alumni Association event. Check all that apply.
o Near your place of business 0 Near your home 0 On the college campus 0 All of these
6) What events interest you? Check all that apply.
o Family Events 0 Dinner 0 Dancing o Pub Atmosphere o Other
7) Would you like to attend a professional sporting event? Check all that apply.
o Baseball 0 Hockey 0 Soccer 0 Football 0 Other
8) Would you like to playa sport at an alumni event for fun? Check all that apply.
o Baseball 0 Softball 0 Hockey 0 Football 0 Volleyball 0 Mudvolleyball
o Soccer 0 Rugby 0 Golf 0 Tennis OOther _
9) Would you be interested in attending major art performances in Boston or Providence? Check all that apply.
o Opera 0 Musical 0 Stage Performance 0 Ballet
lO)What type of travel event would most interest you?
o Weekend cruise 0 Trips during school vacation week 0 Week-long trip to a warm climate
o Adventure travel with children 0 Adventure travel with no children 0 Group travel under 35
o Group travel over 50 0 Other _
11) What types of seminars/speakers would interest you? Check all that apply.
o Teacher Certification 0 Internet Use 0 Computer Software Applications 0 Financial Aid
o Financial Planning 0 Political Speakers 0 Environment 0 Other (list) _
12)Are you aware of any services the Bridgewater Alumni Association provides to its graduates? 0 Yes 0 No
13)What type of services would you like to see provided? Please list. _
14)Are you interested in getting more involved in the BAA?
15)Would you like to receive alumni news or events bye-mail?
16)Do you ever visit the alumni web site? 0 Yes 0 No












A Publication for Alumni, Parents and Friends of Bridgewater State College
Bridgewater aims to keep alumni, faculty, students and their families, staff and friends of Bridgewater State College
informed about the college communitY. and its impact on the region. The tri-annual college magazine is written,
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Terry Hart Cogan, '51, leads a life
dedicated to the service of others.
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President's Message
"Visions of the 21 st Century"
Recently I was asked by the editors ofThe Enterprise, the
region's daily newspaper, to offer my thoughts on Southeastern
Massachusetts in the 21st century. Since my response included
topics ofinterest to our alumni, parents and friends, I am pleased to
offer the following highlights to you:
D
Education - especially higher education
- in the 2151 century will be shaped here in
Southeastern Massachusetts by three major
forces:
(1) Increasing numbers of people of all
ages will tum to the area's colleges and
universities to earn degrees or seek additional
training to update their skills;
(2) The rapid growth of information
technology in schools and colleges will
accelerate quickly in the years ahead; and
(3) Greater public demand to hold
institutions accountable for student learning
through testing to assess learning outcomes.
• Educated workers
In terms of population, Southeastern Massachusetts is
part of the fastest-growing region in the northeastern United
States.
Nearly a million people already live within its 48 cities
and towns, and the opening of Route 495 and the resump-
tion of public commuter rail are among the factors that are
drawing more people here every year.
As Southeastern Massachusetts continues to grow, so too
will the need to attract more business and industry. Across
the country, the regions most successful at drawing new
businesses are those located around college and university
campuses, and the reason is simple: skilled, educated
workers are much in demand.
Because of our location in the heart of Southeastern
Massachusetts, we at Bridgewater - with 9,000 full-and-
part-time students, the largest state college in Massachusetts
- anticipate a sharply growing demand for the kinds of
learning experiences the college offers.
Beyond those seeking bachelor's degrees, we expect a
rising interest in graduate and continuing education as
people of all ages seek to update their skills and knowledge.
For this reason, plans are moving ahead at Bridgewater to
add post-baccalaureate certificate and graduate degrees
related to the economic needs of this region. In particular, we
expect to be adding to current offerings in management,
business administration and criminal justice.
• The growth of information technology
"The technological revolution is an avalanche that will
change virtually everything in its path," wrote newspaper
columnist John Ellis recently.
On the college level, Bridgewater and its sister colleges
and universities devote increasing amounts of time and
resources to developing technology resources. At BSC, for
example, all academic, administrative and student residence
halls are connected to th~ Internet and students, faculty and
staff are offered technology training through workshops and
seminars. State-of-the-art technology equipment is available
in computer laboratories strategically placed across the
campus.
While traditionally-aged students will not, in the main,
want to earn their degree over the Internet, increasingly they
are going to expect that their course work and perhaps even
some of their classroom time will be supplemented by
material that professors make available to them
on the World Wide Web.
At Bridgewater, where a number of
initiatives are underway to connect teaching
and technology, we were very encouraged to
receive recently a $148,000 grant from the Davis
Educational Foundation to create a series of
courses to be offered eighty percent on the
World Wide Web and twenty percent in
traditional classroom settings. That foundation
was established by Stanton and Elizabeth Davis
after his retirement as chairman of Shaw's
Supermarkets, Inc.
• Educational accountability
The third force that will be shaping the
state's public schools, colleges and universities
is increasing demand for accountability.
At the college level, the Massachusetts Educator Certifica-
tion Tests, first administered to prospective teachers in April,
1998, are another example of the public desire to hold
institutions accountable for student learning - and to
demonstrate the results. While many continue to believe
there are some problems with this particular test, the notion
of testing teachers is here to stay, and at Bridgewater we
welcome this because we believe it will strengthen the
curriculum we provide to our teacher education students.
But teacher education students are not the only students
whose learning needs to be documented. We at Bridgewater
believe it is necessary to provide better evidence of the
learning of all students at the undergraduate level, whatever
their major. Consequently, we are exploring ways to enhance
our current assessment efforts, including the possibility of
establishing an exit test at the college level.
• TheFuture
Because of the region's potential for continued growth,
and the opportunities we have to continue strengthening our
schools and colleges, we at Bridgewater State College are
very optimistic that the best is yet to come for this region of
the state.
D
As the above essay indicates, I think the future of the college and
the region are extraordinarily promising. For members ofour
campus family, I want to add that - as you will read elsewhere in
this publication - we have something else ofsignificance to
celebrate. Mr. Louis Ricciardi, '81, chairman, Bridgewater State
College Foundation, announced at the Chairmen's Dinner on May
215' that our endowment campaign is achieving great success, and
has now passed the $5 million mark. My sincere thanks and





Terry Hart Cogan, Closs of 1951 :
Living Her Life in Service to Others
by David Wilson, 71
"I want to see Bridgewater
shine, not only as a fine regional
college but as one of the best in the
country. II Those were the words
spoken by Terry (Mary) Hart Cogan,
'51, in an interview she gave to this
magazine in the autumn of 1992,
following the June, 1992, commence-
ment when she announced her
million-dollar gift to her alma mater.
It was the largest single gift the
college had ever received from a
graduate and Dr. Adrian Tinsley,
who was just completing her second
year as president of Bridgewater,
described Ms. Cogan's generosity as
"an extraordinary act which will
have a major impact on the fuhrre of
this college. II
And so that gift did - thanks to
Ms. Cogan's donation. Fifty acres of
land adjacent to the campus were
purchased just a few years later. liAs a
result," said Dr. Tinsley, lithe college's
need for space will be met for the
next hundred years. II
At the fifth annual Chairman's
Dinner in 1998, on the evening before
commencement, more than 200
friends and supporters of the college
were gathered for a program cel-
ebrating the successful first year of
Bridgewater's newest school- The
School of Management and Aviation
Science. "Bridgewater Takes Flight"
was the theme of the evening,
focusing on BSC's aviation science
program, and featured speaker was
former NASA Astronaut Dr. Ronald
Sega. President Tinsley, then com-
pleting her ninth year at Bridgewater,
welcomed everyone with a very
special announcement. Just moments
before Terry Hart Cogan had shared
some very good news with her - Ms.
Cogan had decided to give a second
donation to the college - this time
with an interesting proposal; she
would match dollar for dollar
donations to the college's Annual
Fund up to one million dollars.
This challenge gift was in
Terry Hart Cogan
conjunction with the Common-
wealth sponsoring a Public Higher
Education Endowment Incentive
Program. It matches $1 for every $2
given by alumni each year. Ms.
Cogan's gift would now mean the
Annual Fund would receive $3 for
every $1 donated!
The audience, now on its feet
applauding the news, was told by
Dr. Tinsley that once again Ms.
Cogan had demonstrated in a most
dramatic way her great commitment
to this college and her belief in the
importance of its mission. "It is great
news for the college and all who
care about its future," she said. Dr.
Richard Cost, vice president for
institutional advancement added,
"this is a tremendously significant
gift. In addition to the amount of
money involved, Terry's donation is
a major incentive to other alumni
and friends of the college to give
support ensuring that future
generations of students will benefit
from the strength and character of
this institution. II
During a recent interview at her
home on Cape Cod, Ms. Cogan was
asked what motivated her generos-
ity to Bridgewater. "I had been away
from the college for many years -
raising four children, having a career
and being active with volunteer and
charitable organizations when I
decided to attend my fortieth
reunion," she said. "I was pleasantly •
surprised to see how the college had
changed and grown. Then I met
Adrian Tinsley, the college's new
president. After talking at length
with her, I said to myself, 'this is a
person who knows where she wants
to take this college. This college is
fortunate to have found her. She has
a plan and I like it.' I decided then
that I wanted to work with her to
achieve those goals."
Terry Hart Cogan has kept her
word - in more ways than just her
generous donations. She has, so far,
served four terms as chairperson of
the college's Annual Fund and is a
trustee of the Bridgewater State
College Foundation.
In response, a grateful campus
community honored her at Spring
Commencement 1999, presenting
her with an honorary Doctor of
Public Service Degree which in part
reads, "Mary Hart Cogan, benefac-
tor of your alma mater, civic-minded
champion of responsible and
compassionate government, volun-
teer in community activities, de-
voted and generous patron of the
arts and strong advocate for women
in leadership positions, you have
lived your life in service to others,
carrying out daily the ideals and
values expressed in the motto of this
college 'Not to be Ministered Unto
but to Minister.' II
"This is a person (Adrian Tinsley) who knows where she wants
to take this college. This college is fortunate to have found her.
She has a plan and I like it. I decided then that I wanted to work
with her to achieve those goals."
When asked about her back-
ground, Ms. Cogan describes
growing up in a close-knit working-
class family on Cape Cod where
love and warmth were abundant,
even if, because of Depression years,
money was not.
"1 was born in Hyannis, in Cape
Cod Hospital. My father, Walter,
owned a plumbing business and my
mother, Marie, in addition to raising
my sister, brother and me, was
involved as a volunteer in the
community and loved playing
competitive bridge. I went to a
small school in Centerville for the
first six grades. I remember the
school, which looked like a Southern
mansion with tall white columns in
front, with two grades in each room.
Each grade level had about 16
children with one teacher. We
learned to get ahead of ourselves by
listening to the grade level above us.
Both my father and mother
came from Boston to live on the
Cape and raise a family. My dad was
a bit of a family rebel in that he
chose his own path. He went to
Boston Latin School, but unlike his
brothers who were in college, he
chose not to go.
At Barnstable High School, I
participated in everything, including
cheerleading, girls' basketball team,
softball, field hockey - then to
balance it I played violin in the
school orchestra, sang in the choral
group and as a senior designed the
art work in our yearbook. I have
good memories of those years. My
brother, who was musically talented,
majored in music in college and
became a music educator. My sister,
Peggy, decided she wanted to be a
teacher, modeling after our Aunt
Mary, who was then a teacher in the
Boston Public Schools."
Terry herself considered pursu-
ing a career in art rather than
teaching. As it turned out, Terry
Foundation Profile
decided to work a year after high
school graduation and in the end,
she decided to enter Bridgewater
with her sister in the fall of 1947.
The Hart family had survived
the Depression years relatively
unscathed and then experienced
World War IT with its shortages. At
the end of the war, all three children,
close in age, were about to finish
high school and planned to attend
college. Money was, of course, a
factor. "There were no college loans
then, so my parents had to pay for
all three of us. Somehow they
managed to do it."
By today's standards, life in
America in the mid-'40s was much
different from life in the '90s. The
cost of everything was different: a
postage stamp was 3 cents, a loaf of
bread was 10 cents, a quart of milk
was 15 cents. But those prices must
be measured against other economic
facts: the average salary of a worker
was only $2,359. So the cost of an
education at Bridgewater - about
$600 a year for tuition and room and
board - presented quite a challenge
to the typical family, especially one
with three college bills to pay.
The Hart children worked each
summer, with Terry returning to the
New England Telephone Company
job she didn't particularly like but
was willing to endure out of neces-
sity.
Bridgewater, too, was a much
different place. In the '40s the entire
campus was clustered around the
present day quadrangle. It was a
community of six buildings, about
700 students and 40 faculty mem-
bers. Today, there are 30 buildings,
9000 plus full-time and part-time
students (including graduate
students) and a full-time faculty of
260.
"1 had my first look at
Bridgewater the day my mother and
I took the train from Hyannis to
have an admissions interview,"
remembers Ms. Cogan. "1 don't
recall much of the experience nor
with whom we spoke. I just know I
liked the campus and the size of the
college and that the interview went
well. I made my decision to attend
Bridgewater. So happily for me, as it
turned out, I spent some very
fruitful years there."
Looking back on her four years
at Bridgewater, then a teachers
college, Ms. Cogan has good
memories. "1 lived in Woodward
Hall, rooming the last two years
with my sister, Peggy. I was active in
college as I had been in high school,
so I made many friends."
S. Elizabeth Pope - a name
known to virtually every graduate
from 1919, when Miss Pope became
dean of women, to 1955, when she
retired - made a strong impression
on Ms. Cogan. "Miss Pope had very
high expectations of young ladies at
Bridgewater. She really set the tone."
Readers of this article who knew her
are no doubt nodding their heads in
agreement. Others at the college
who had an influence on Terry were
English teacher Dr. Clement Max-
well, her history professor Charles
Foth and her choral director Frieda
Rand. "We had some outstanding
teachers and I feel I received a great
education at Bridgewater," she says.
As she went through Bridge-
water, Ms. Cogan wasn't sure she
wanted a career in teaching. "1
majored in history but I really was
not interested in the education
courses also required." But after
doing her practice teaching in
Quincy in her senior year and
receiving a job offer soon upon
graduation, she decided to give it a
try.
Commencement of June 1951
marked a new phase in her life.
Now she was a college graduate,
had a job offer from Lexington and
was soon to become a bride. While
Terry, living in Cambridge com-
muted to Lexington to teach, her
husband was attending law school.
Soon their first child arrived and
before child number two, the family
settled into a new house in Lexing-
ton. Her teaching stopped for a few
years. Then Lexington needed
someone to work on the new
concept of team teaching with
Harvard School of Education and
the Lexington School system.
"Because of my experience with
upper-level grades, I took over a
teacher's class for about three weeks
at a time, while she worked on the
development of team teaching with
Harvard. Sometimes I'd be teaching
advanced math in grade 6, or mid-
level reading for grade 5. It was an
interesting experience being part of
new ideas in teaching."
When the fourth child arrived,
so ended Ms. Cogan's formal
involvement in public education.
But it was just the beginning of her
life in service to others.
Even before moving to Lexing-
ton, Ms. Cogan had discovered a
new interest in her life: politics.
"When living in Cambridge I
encountered a progressive political
organization devoted to bringing
about change in a city government, a
group that was founded to improve
and restore 'clean' city government.
I started out by going door-to-door,
passing out leaflets. The next activity
brought me into Adlai Stevenson's
presidential campaign. It was my
first experience in the national
political arena and I loved it."
Ultimately that path would lead
her over the years into two national
conventions as an elected delegate.
Following that she became a mem-
ber of the Finance Council of the
Democratic Party. During these
years of activities she went to
Washington where she was meeting
senators, congressmen and other
political activists. Having been part
of three presidential campaigns,
those of JFK, Carter and Clinton, Ms.
Cogan had the opportunity to attend
their inaugurals, with fond memo-
ries of each occasion. "My husband
and I, along with others from
Massachusetts, had very special
treatment while attending the
Kennedy inaugural. Our parade
seats were directly across from the
president's reviewing stand. It was
such a memorable experience. JFK
represented to us such youth and a
promising future," she says.
Before long, Ms. Cogan was
presiding over an active Democrat's
Foundation Profile
Terry Hart Cogan
club of Lexington, joined several
state and local campaigns for Paul
Tsongas, Mike Dukakis and now
serves on the Chatham Democratic
Committee and the Cape and Islands
Democratic Council.
Other dimensions began to take
hold in Ms. Cogan's life as she
became more involved in commu-
nity service organizations, including
the arts.
Because of her acquaintances
and friends in the medical field, she
joined and became president of
Boston University Hospital Auxil-
iary, served on the board of Brigham
and Women's Hospital Auxiliary,
becoming its president. While there,
she helped develop a service for day
surgery patients and their families,
which is now part of the hospital
structure.
Ms. Cogan has always balanced
more than one activity at a time. She
has an avid interest and supports the
arts. Her involvement in music, soon
after college, brought her to join the
Handel and Hayden Choral Society
in Boston. Along with this, her
interest in ballet led her to serve on
Boston Ballet's Board of Overseers
and now she serves on the Board of
Trustees. Today she is a member of
the board of the Academy of Per-
forming Arts in Orleans and the
Friends of Monomoy Theatre in
Chatham.
Continuing her interest in
politics, eight years ago when she
left the Finance Council of the
Democratic Party, she found a new
outlet that allowed her to combine
politics and public service again.
Always firm in the belief that
women ought to have more promi-
nent roles in government, she joined
a new organization called "Emily's
List," which she describes as 'the
largest fund-raising political action
committee in the nation.'
"Emily's List," she explains,
"supports woman candidates in
national office, for seats in House,
Senate and Governorships. It
chooses carefully women on the •
basis of their strong potential and
we raise money, nationally, to give
them an opportunity to win." She is
proud of being part of the success of
this group and can mention many
women with whom she has become
acquainted.
As the mother of four, and the
grandmother of five, whose family
stretches to both coasts, she travels
as frequently as possible to see them.
"I am very proud of the success of
my children and hope my life
accomplishments have influenced
them in some ways." For relaxation
(if she ever sits very long) she enjoys
painting and working in pastels.
Now her physical activity includes
water aerobics and bicycling,
including a nine-day tour on a
bicycle in Austria averaging 25 miles
a day. "A real challenge," she adds.
She credits Bridgewater as the
place where so many of her ideas on
life and living had its origins.
"Beyond the academics, the college
instilled in me a concern and
commitment to serve in many ways
never foreseen in 1951," she re-
marks. "Through circumstances in
my life I have seized the opportunity
to give to a very worthy community.
I am very pleased that I have done it
at this time. I hope there will be
others to follow me in support of
this special college." •
Endo~entFunds­
Our Long-term Security
In 1997, college trustees identi-
fied endowment funds as the
greatest need of Bridgewater State
College today, according to Dr.
Cost. That summer, tl1e Bridgewater
State College Foundation set a goal
to raise the endowment to $5
million by 2002.
At the same time, a seven-year
matching grant program adopted
Bridgewater State College was
ready when state lawmakers
decided in 1996 to encourage the
Commonwealth's public colleges
and universities to step up their
efforts to obtain financial support
from alumni, parents and friends.
Armed with a vision and a
strategy, advancement officials had
already initiated the structures and
programs needed to embark on a
serious fund-raising effort to ensure
the financial future of the college.
Dr. Richard W. Cost, vice
president for institutional advance-
ment, and his team of development
experts began working five years
ago to meet the challenge of build-
ing support - both financial and
otherwise - for the college and its
programs and activities. Dr. Cost is
the first vice president for institu-
tional advancement at Bridgewater.
The creation of this position in 1994
as a member of the president's
cabinet reflects President Adrian
Tinsley's recognition of the growing
importance of fund-raising for the
institution.
Today, Bridgewater State
College can see the first fruits of its
increased labors to solicit financial
support through private gifts.
"With an exceptionally loyal
alumni body and strong leadership
in the BSC Foundation, we have had
great success so far. Annual giving
has grown in double-digit percent-
ages for three years in a row, our
endowment today is worth more
than $5 million and we have identi-
fied future provisions through
bequests and trusts currently
exceeding two million dollars," Dr.
Cost said. In addition, the
Bridgewater State College Founda-
tion owns property totaling
$700,000.
The idea of a public institution
soliciting private donations, espe-
cially endowment funds, is a change
and is still sometimes misunder-
stood, according to Dr. Cost.
"Fund-raising, especially
focused on major gifts and estate




Colleen Price and Joseph Norton ofRockland Trust at the President's Club Dinner in March.
at public colleges and universities, by state legislators promising a state
especially in the ortheast," he match of 50 cents for every $1 raised
said. "In other parts of tl1e country, by the Commonwealth's public
where public colleges are more the colleges created an additional
norm, this kind of effort is probably incentive for Bridgewater to take the
a good decade ahead of us here in fund-raising ball and run with it.
ew England. Bridgewater received $509,000
"Raising funds that will add from the program last year, Dr. Cost
money above and beyond the said. With four years left in the life
money allocated through the state of the program, he noted, the state's
makes for an even better state commitment is a superb marketing
education system than we have tool to increase private contribu-
now. That's why the education tions made to the college.
process is so essential to our efforts. "It makes it a pretty good
People need to know that their gifts reason to make a gift to Bridgewater
are meaningful. They do make a now. When you add to that the
difference," said Dr. Cost. "Our additional incentive of a dollar for
experience is that graduates of dollar match, up to $250,000 per
Bridgewater have exceptionally year, from the most recent gift of
positive feelings about their educa- Bridgewater alumna Terry Hart
tional experience, but they don't Cogan '51, you have real excite-
always realize tl1e extent to which ment. When our students made
our future will depend significantly phonathon calls this year, they told
on private support to augment graduates and parents that their
funds budgeted by the state." gifts would generate two additional
dollars on top of every one they
contributed. That kind of leveraging
of gifts makes people think hard
about increasing their commitment.
As a result, we are seeing fantastic
growth in our annual giving and the
endowment is already over five
million dollars. And both of these
matches should continue for at least
two more years.
"Alumni support is at the very
heart of our program. We are
looking to expand our constituency
"
Foundation Update "
John Tarsa of Ocean Spray, President Adrian Tinsley, Dr. Richard Cost and Kathryn Tarsa
at the President's Club Dinner.
base and to augment alunmi gifts
with support from corporate and
foundation donors, but given the
nature of this college, alunmi, who
care the most about the institution,
will always be our mainstay. The
coordination with and cooperation
of our alunmi association has been a
large part of our success to date."
Dr. Cost admits the college's
journey to establishing a successful
fund-raising program is only
beginning. "We have a long way to
go, but the college and the founda-
tion, working together, are building
the systems and the policies today
that will enable us to continue to
serve generations of Bridgewater
students."
The IS-year-old Bridgewater
State College Foundation is a private
organization which works closely
with college, trustees, administration
and the alunmi association to raise
and manage funds. The Foundation
has established a visible and solid
identity among those associated with
the college and its fund-raising
efforts. Today, nearly all public
colleges and universities in the U.S.
are supported by institutionally
related 501 c (3) organizations like
our foundation. The foundation
model provides the maximum
charitable benefit for the donor,
according to Dr. Cost. Although
supporting a public college, the
foundation's special tax status means
that gifts are treated like any contri-
bution to a private philanthropy.
The Foundation is comprised of
50 members, 20 of whom serve as
trustees. Accomplishments of the
foundation include the purchase of
the Davis Alunmi Center and most
recently a home at 180 Sununer
Street that now houses the Depart-
ment of Political Science and the
Institute for Regional Development.
The foundation, chaired by
Louis M. Ricciardi '81, has also
purchased investment property near
the college and partnered with the
college to construct Alunmi Park
baseball and softball fields.
Annual Giving and the Annual
Fund-The Base of Support
The college has given a major
boost to its annual giving program,
long considered the college's most
vital means of financial support.
Largely dependent on alunmi
and parent participation and led by
Annual Giving Committee Chair
Terry Hart Cogan '51, the Annual
FW1d solicits gifts of cash or securi-
ties. This reservoir provides the
college with the greatest flexibility to
apply gifts where needed most.
Director Karen Cooper said the
program has taken on a slightly
different twist with the new empha-
sis on growing endowed funds but
the Annual Fund still plays a major
role in providing critical resources
for the college. "Our biggest chal-
lenge is getting people on board and
convincing them that their gifts,
regardless of size or designation,
make a difference."
Alunmi volunteers and students
work with Mrs. Cooper on the
campaign, providing invaluable
support in reaching the greatest
number possible of alunmi, parents
and friends through annual activi-
ties that include phonathons,
mailings and special events.
Annual giving generates
approximately one third of the
dollars raised by the college every
year. Mrs. Cooper said her efforts
have been focused on educating
alunmi and other potential donors
about the importance of their
contributions. BSC alunmi participa-
tion stands at 16 percent and
although more graduates come
forward each year with support, the
goal of the annual giving program is
to raise the percentage to 21 per-
cent-the national standard for
comprehensive public colleges.
"In addition to promoting a
philanthropic spirit among our
constituents, we need to raise our
levels of support. As loyal donors
climb the ladder of giving they draw
others up the ladder with them
through their influence and ex-
ample."
Planned Giving - The Future of
Philanthropy
Increased efforts have also been
made in the areas of planned giving
and major gifts, headed by Director
Michelle Poirier.
Mrs. Poirier said that planned
giving makes available a unique
opportunity for donors to provide
for both their financial futures and
that of the college. Most alunmi and
friends of the college are able to
contribute far more than they had
originally thought possible through a
planned giving vehicle. Gifts like
annuities and trusts generate a
lifetime income stream and current
tax benefits for donors today while
ultimately benefiting the college.
"Bequests," Mrs. Poirier said,
"are the foundation of any planned
giving program." Since the establish-
ment of The 1840 Society two years
ago, 21 people have shared their
bequest information with the college.
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Patricia Daniel Keenan, Catherine Daniel and Dr. Robert Daniel, professor emeritus
at the President's Club Dinner.
Additionally, BSC has learned about
three charitable remainder unitrusts
and a life insurance provision that
includes Bridgewater as a benefi-
ciary. These generous future
provisions total over two million
dollars. In the past two years,
Bridgewater has received $235,296
in bequests and anticipates receiv-
ing an additional $100,000 currently
in probate.
The 1840 Socieh) was created to
recognize individuals who are
providing for the college's future
with planned gifts. Last year,
members were invited to participate
in the Chairmen's Dinner where
they were publicly thanked for their
thoughtful philanthropy. "This
year," Mrs. Poirier noted, "we are
thrilled to initiate a new recognition
event at President Tinsley's home
exclusively for members of The 1840
Sociehj.
Through direct mail, magazine
profiles of donors and financial
planning workshops (four of which
were held on campus last year),
Mrs. Poirier plans to continue to
provide the college community with
information useful in charitable gift
and personal financial planning in
the years to come. "For many
people, thinking about incorporat-
ing these two areas - family and
college - into one financial plan is a
new concept," said Mrs. Poirier.
"We want to show them how easily
they can benefit all the people and
organizations that are meaningful to
them through a planned gift."
The Future of Fund-Raising at BSC
So what lies ahead for BSC's
development team? And how can
the college community keep the
momentum moving full steam ahead
to continue to nurture the seeds it
has thus far succeeded in sowing?
From Dr. Cost's perspective, the
simple answer is to "work hard, and
to stayed focused on fund-raising."
"For us to continue to succeed
we have to effectively manage our
funds so they can grow over time.
During the nineties, most of the
growth in college and university
endowments nationally was due to
the performance of investments. Last
academic year, both the foundation
and the Bridgewater Alumni Asso-
ciation adopted a new endowment
policy and embarked on a six-month
search for an investment manager.
Both organizations eventually
selected the commonfund, a mem-
bership organization serving 1,300
colleges and universities and
offering an array of mutual funds.
Both organizations elected to split
their holdings with 60 percent in
equities and 40 percent in fixed
income securities. The blended total
return for both organizations in 1998
was 16.2 percent," according to Dr.
Cost.
"At the same time, we are
continuing to identify the prospects
we haven't yet been able to meet
with. We're creating a large agenda
of people and businesses we want to
talk with over the next three years,"
he added.
Among the most frequently
asked questions fielded by
BSC's development team:
• Why should I contribute
money to a public institution?
Don't my tax dollars go to-
wards education?
State assistance together
with student payments enable
Bridgewater to conduct the basic
functions of a state college.
Private contributions provide
the extra resources needed to
address special concerns of our
region and to expand student
access through privately funded
scholarships. Private gifts bring
flexibility which has allowed the
Bridgewater State College
Foundation to move quickly to
acquire investment property
and residences needed by the
college when these came on the
market. In sum, gifts create the
extra programs and facilities
that make this college unique.
Once upon a time, only
private colleges and universities
engaged in fund-raising. Today,
that notion has changed com-
pletely, and nationwide, public
institutions are increasingly
dependent upon private gifts
and are actively seeking such
support. As we look to the
future, this will be a growing
source of support and
Bridgewater must prepare for
that time. Our success to date
demonstrates that Bridgewater
alumni do care and are eager to
participate in building a stron-
ger college for future students.
• How can I give? What forms
can my gift to the college take?
It's easy to give, and where
your dollars go depend on what
type of gift you decide to give.
Gifts to the annual fund are the
foundation of the college's fund-
raising. Typically, gifts from
graduates and friends represent
resources the college can tap.
Annual gifts may be made in the
form of cash or securities. Gifts
of appreciated securities are ah
especially smart way to give
because they provide the donor
with significant tax breaks,
avoiding capital gains taxes, at
the same time that they aid the
college. Gifts that are unre-
stricted give the college flexibil-
ity to use the money where it's
needed the most, or donors may
restrict their gifts to favorite
programs.
Endowed gifts represent a
special commitment to a specific
program or project. They may be
one-time donations or may be
funded over a number of years.
Endowed gifts may take the
form of cash or securities but
may also involve bequests,
lifetime income gifts or other
arrangements unique to each
donor such as the establishment
of scholarships or awards or the
purchase of academic equipment
or programs. .
A well-planned gift may be
the option of preference for those
who wish to contribute to the
college while earning tax and
estate planning advantages.
Many graduates have provided
wonderful gifts to Bridgewater
through will provisions. For
further information regarding
gift programs, please call the
Development Office at (508) 697-
1290.
• What, exactly, does the term
"endowment" mean? If I
contribute, where does my
money go? How is it used?
Here's how endowments
work: the initial gift is never
spent, but is invested and/or
managed in such a way that it
grows. The initial gift or princi-
pal remains within the college's
endowment in perpetuity
through the Bridgewater State
College Foundation. The pur-
pose of the fund lives on, as does
the name of the donor. And the
value of the fund grows over
Foundation Update
time through prudent investment
and good stewardship practices.
Creation of an endowed fund at
Bridgewater requires an initial
investment of $10,000.
Endowed funds can be used
in several ways. BSC trustees
have determined that the greatest
need for endowment funds will
be in the areas of: faculty re-
search awards and.prizes and
endowed faculty chairs; purchas-
ing academic equipment and
acquiring new technologies; and
endowing student scholarships
for students in all disciplines as
well as for study abroad and for
undergraduate research.
• Tell me more about the
Bridgewater State College
Foundation. What is its func-
tion? Why is it necessary?
The Foundation was estab-
lished in 1984 as a 501c(3) trust to
raise and manage funds for the
benefit of the college. It works
closely with the trustees and
administration and the alumni
association to raise and manage
private support for the institu-
tion. Foundation activities
include the effort to create a
significant endowment, assisting
with corporate fund-raising and
hosting the annual Chairmen's
Dinner.
Fow1dations at most public
colleges and universities today
ensure that donors receive all the
benefits associated with their
charitable gifts. These include tax
benefits, guarantee of anonymity
if desired, and assurance that
funds contributed will always be
spent in accordance with the
wishes of donors and may not be
diverted by the state. In sum, the
foundation allows donors to
contribute to Bridgewater State
College and have that gift treated
as a private contribution. All
state matching fw1ds under the
current program are directed to
the state college foundations.
President Adrian Tinsley and Florence
Brower, '24, '43, at the President's Club
Dinner. Florence who turned 95 last June, is
the only member ofher class still alive.
Emphasis will also continue on
raising endowment funds over the
next few years, though the financial
goal has yet to be determined.
"Endowment gifts are a wonderful
means to assist the college while
providing important opportunities
for donors to memorialize loved
ones through named gifts and to
support programs of special inter-
est."
Three areas, according to Dr.
Cost, are "key" if the college's efforts
to raise funds are to be successful for
the long haul: effective fund-raising
programs including a strong annual
program, endowment or capital gifts
and a solid program of planned
giving.
"It's a matter of staying focused
on our development programs and
keeping alumni and friends in-
formed about why their gifts are
important," he said. The more we
can do today to build support for
future generations, the brighter the
future of this college.•
Nancy J. Bianchi Norton writes
freelance news and feature articles for
several publications including the
Brockton Enterprise and The Buzz
newspapers. Her husband, Michael




William Wassel Devotes Life to Education
I
William Wassel has spent a
lifetime in education; first as a
student, then as teacher, coach,
college professor and administrator.
It was a career path he decided on
while an earth science major at
Bridgewater State College in the
early '60s, where he learned how
forces within the earth's crust can
move mountains.
In his lifetime, Mr. Wassel has
done a bit of mountain moving
himself. In 1997-98 he was chosen
Principal of the Year by the Massa-
chusetts Secondary Schools Admin-
istration Association, an organiza-
tion of more than 1,000 middle
school and high school principals.
His award was based not only on
strong support from the Braintree
school community, where he now
serves as high school headmaster,
but on his efforts to organize the
state's middle and high school
principals into a single entity.
Previously, middle school
principals were off on their own,
alone. Mr. Wassel worked to make
the change, and served as the first
president of the combined organiza-
tion in 1995-96.
"1 always felt 1wanted to be an
administrator," he said. "1 was lucky
enough to get into administration so
young. In 1973 1was only 31 years
old and 1left teaching to become the
assistant principal at the brand new
North Attleboro High School."
He describes his years there as
"wonderful," a word that is
sprinkled liberally into a discussion
about his 35 year career. After
graduating from BSC in '63, he
taught at West Bridgewater High
School for a year before emolling at
Clark University. He took home a
master's degree in geography from
Clark, then worked as a teacher and
coach at both Natick Junior High
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and Walpole High School. Along the
way, he picked up another master's
degree, this one in administration,
from Framingham State College.
After several years at North
Attleboro, Mr. Wassel became
principal of Middleboro High
School, where he remained for more
than 12 years before accepting the
headmaster's job at Braintree High
School in 1993.
During his time in the top office,
Mr. Wassel has seen plenty of
changes in the role of principal.
"Principalship has evolved into a
trying and pressure-filled job since I
started," he said. "In the '80s, we
didn't seem to have the pressures
that exist now."
He attributes most of the
changes to the Education Reform
Act, which added plenty of responsi-
bilities to the role of principal but
took none away. Education Reform
also struck down any sense of tenure
or "professional status" previously
afforded to principals, which Mr.
Wassel feels puts "tremendous
challenges" on the position.
Yet the act also gave principals
more power, particularly to expel or
exclude troublesome students.
Rather than face a lengthy proce-
dure involving the superintendent,
school committee and other admin-
istrators, a principal can now
immediately expel shtdents caught
with weapons or drugs, or students
who assault other students or
staffers.
"This has made it easier and
cleaner to say to the student body,
'We want to keep the school envi-
ronment clean and safe and as
conducive to learning as possible',"
he said.
The principalship is a tough
assigrtment, from everyday issues to
major problems. Mr. Wassel finds
his biggest challenge is keeping the
school on an "even keel."
"It's making sure of an environ-
ment where kids like to come to
school and teachers like to come to
school, and where everyone associ-
ated with the school is proud of the
school environment," he said. "We
are consistently working on it. If we
were ever to let up, deterioration can
occur quickly."
Communication is another big
issue with Mr. Wassel. Keeping his
door open to all members of the
school community, from parents to
students, is imperative. "1 try to
make sure people have a say, not
shut my door and say, 'This is the
way it's going to be, and that's it',"
he said.
He's brought his insight and
experience back into the classroom,
teaching courses in administration at
Bridgewater State College for eight
years. He's also kept his hand in
athletics, serving as state director of
(WiLLiam Wassel continued on page 12)
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Katherine Eaton and her students at the John F. Kennedy Elementary School in Canton.
Katheri ne Eaton
Finds Artistic Inspiration in Japan
By Karen White
One special day, Katherine
(Steen) Eaton greeted her elemen-
tary school art students in an
authentic Japanese kimono. The
colorful traditional Asian dress was
both a souvenir of an amazing trip
and an educational teaching tool
tha t she used, along with chopsticks,
dolls, classical Japanese music,
calligraphy and Japanese food, to
introduce her students to the Land
of the Rising Sun.
Ms. Eaton spent three weeks in
Japan last October as part of the
Fulbright Memorial Fund educa-
tional program. She was one of 200
teachers selected nationwide from a
pool of 2,700, sent on anall-ex-
penses-paid trip to Japan as a thank-
you from that nation to the intercul-
tural Fulbright program.
"It was so inspiring. I would go
back tomorrow if I could," said Ms.
Eaton, a 1992 BSC graduate.
While visiting the island nation,
Ms. Eaton met with government
officials for a "crash course" in
Japanese culture. She spent much of
her time in the city of Matsumoto in
the agano region, visiting schools,
participating in classes and under-
going a home stay with a Japanese
family.
All the while she was thinking
of how to bring her new experiences
back to her students and how to use
her educational exchange in the
classroom. "Part of the application
process for the Fulbright was an
explanation of how you were going
to share your experience with
faculty and students," she said.
Upon her return she arranged
slide shows and lectures for faculty
members at the John F. Kennedy
Elementary School in Canton, where
she has been the full-time art teacher
for five years. And her students
have been able to reach out and
touch the land across the Pacific,
thanks to the kid-sized kimonos and
Japanese-language books Ms. Eaton
brought back.
Japan keeps working its way
into her classrooms. Her visit to a
SOO-year-old Shogun castle became
inspiration for a third-grade lesson
in creative architecture.
In November, for the art classes'
"Artists of the Month" curriculum,
Ms. Eaton chose a Japanese artist
over a big European name such as
Monet or Van Gogh. "It's funny.
While we were in Japan, a student
asked us to name five Japanese
authors. We couldn't even name
one," she said. "It's amazing how
little we know of their culture."
Participation in the Fulbright
program was not only an eye-
opening experience for Ms. Eaton,
it was a chance for her to demon-
strate the importance of art and
culture in the world of education.
Not too many years ago, budget
slashing left many area elementary
schools without steady art teachers.
Others were subjected to working
out of broom closets, rolling their
supplies from room to room on
makeshift carts.
Ms. Eaton has the luxury of her
own art room in Canton, although
there are rumors afloat that she
might be squeezed out of the space
next year due to expanding student
population. But despite any lack-of-
space dilemmas, Ms. Eaton believes
Canton feels strongly about the
importance of art.
"Canton really sees the value in
art," she said. "Through art,
students get to explore different
cultures and to see the artistic
achievements of different cultures.
They get to use their imaginations;
to use the other side of their brain
for 45 minutes. They also get to see
(William Wassel continued from page 10)
the high school wrestling tourna-
ment program for 23 years and
being inducted into the New
England and Massachusetts wres-
tling halls of fame.
His memories of BSC are all
pleasant, from his inspirational
football coach, Edward Swenson, to
his fellow earth science classmate
Lynne Domina, a fifth-grade teacher
who has been Mrs. William Wassel
for 35 years. Their middle son,
Derek, is a 1990 BSC graduate and is
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Catherine (Steen) Eaton
how art relates to life."
For students, especially those at
the elementary level, art is another
language, a visual language that
allows them to express themselves
through paint and marker. "Some-
times they can let their emotions go
when they are working. The things
that come out are amazing," she said.
Ms. Eaton started studying oil
painting in the sixth grade, and still
studies with the same art teacher.
She finds painting peaceful and
relaxing, never mind the added
advantage of always having plenty
of pictures to decora te her home's
walls. She also is an avid photogra-
pher.
working in the service industry in
Vail, Colorado.
Of their other two sons, the
oldest, Scott, is a graduate of the
U.S. Naval Academy at Annapolis.
The youngest, Matthew, studied
biotech at Worcester Polytechnic
Institute. He's the only son to follow
in mom and dad's footsteps by
teaching chemistry and biology at
Oliver Ames High School in Easton.
Although he's had chances to
move further up the ladder into
central administration, Mr. Wassel is
more than content in his career
While a student at Bridgewater
State College, Ms. Eaton was
uncertain about her major when a
return visit to a high school art
teacher set her on course. "He said,
'You have artistic talent. How about
teaching elementary education?' It
was like a light went off in my
head," she said.
After graduation she substi-
tuted for one year before moving to
the little town of Bartlett, New
Hampshire in the White Mountains,
where she taught art in a K-8 grade
school of 300 students. But the
Weymouth native longed to return
to her stomping ground of the south
shore, and jumped at the chance to
teach at JFK in Canton.
ow she divides her time
between 500 art students, inspiring
them to get in touch with their
creative souls. "The kids are fantas-
tic," Ms. Eaton said. "They love to
do art. They use their imaginations.
They really look forward to the
class." •
****
Karen White is afreelancer who writes
feature and investigative articles for
Cape Cod Magazine, Dance Spirit,
AAA Horizons and Plymouth
County Business Review.
choice. "A principal I am and a
principal I am going to remain until
I retire, which is only about two or
three more years," he said. "I always
felt my strength was in my relation-
ships with the students and teenag-
ers. By being a principal I could deal
with adolescents every day. I never
wanted to lose that interaction." •
****
Karen White is afreelancer who writes
feature and investigative articles for
Cape Cod Magazine, Dance Spirit,
AAA Horizons and Plymouth
County Business Review.
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New Director of Alumni Relations
Looks Forward to Creating Events
Candace Maguire,
Bridgewater's new director of
alumni relations, is looking forward
to creating events and activities that
will make BSC's alumni, particu-
larly younger people, want to
return to their alma mater.
"Candace is an enthusiastic
alumni/development professional
with a great track record," said Dr.
Richard W. Cost, vice president for
institutional advancement. "She
was the number one choice of the
search committee and her references
were unanimous in remarking upon
her exceptional dedication and
drive. I am delighted that she has
joined our team."
Ms. Maguire arrived at
Bridgewater April 1 after spending
nine years at Roger Williams
by Linda Balzotti
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University as assistant director of
alumni relations and as director of
the annual fund. She established an
alumni admissions program at Roger
Williams called the "Vista" program,
which recruited alumni to assist in
admissions efforts.
"I want to make the alumni
excited about coming back and
encourage them to support all the
wonderful things that are happening
here," said Ms. Maguire, who holds a
bachelor's degree in history from
Roger Williams University.
She also plans to focus her
attention on developing regional
chapters around the country. "The
majority of our alumni live within 50
miles of BSC, but there are many who
live a great distance away. They need
to feel connected too," she said.•
Karen Lea Johnson Named Director
of Multicultural Affairs
Karen Lea Johnson refers to it
as the "eureka" experience. It is the
moment when a student discovers a
new approach to resolve a situation
or problem. As the new director of
multicultural affairs, she hopes she
will be able to help more students
discover this experience.
"I enjoy watching the students
develop and evolve into individuals
who will be our future leaders and
be able to respond to situations in a
positive and professional manner,"
said Ms. Johnson. "It is rewarding to
know that I have played a role in
their development."
Ms. Johnson will advise and




campus and direct the outreach
programming that BSC has in place
which includes the LEAD Program,
Turning Point and Mo Vaughn
Youth Development.
Ms. Johnson came to the BSC
community in March 1995 and later
became acting director of
multicultural affairs. She holds a
bachelor's degree in African-
American studies from ortheastem
University and a master's in library
and information science from
Simmons College. Last sununer, she
completed the HERS program, a
sununer institute for women in
higher education, at Bryn Mawr
College.•
College News
Patrick Cronin Appointed Director
of Telecommunications
by Linda Balzotti
technological methods by which
students can learn and are taught,"
said Mr. Cronin. "We will provide
services based on the students'
needs."
Mr. Cronin has a bachelor's
degree from the University of
Massachusetts-Amherst and prior to
joining the BSC community he was a
network manger for the Massachu-
setts Education Computer Network.
He is a candidate for a master's
degree in public administration at
BSC. •
Joseph Zegarra
State College. He holds a bachelor's
degree in history from Earlham
College, a master's degree in
political science and a doctorate in
curriculum design and instruction
from Ball State University.•
Dr. Zegarra intends to focus his
efforts in four areas: expanding
distance learning to enhance em-
ployee training, offering non-credit
certificate programs in business
function areas, serving as an entry
point to higher education for people
who have been unable to attend
college and providing a forum to
discuss significant issues facing area
businesses.
"Developing and increasing the
public-private partnerships that
exist between Bridgewater State
College and the business commu-
nity will be an important part of my
position," he said.
Dr. Zegarra served as director
of continuing education at Nichols
College in Dudley. His higher
education experience also includes
10 years as an associate professor for
secondary education at Worcester
Patrick Cronin
Business Development Coordinator Named for
Moakley Center for Technological Applications
by Linda Balzotti
Educators, community leaders
and area business people have come
to depend on the Moakley Center to
learn about the latest in technologi-
cal advances as it furthers its mission
as the technology resource for
Southeastern Massachusetts.
Dr. Joseph E. Zegarra, ap-
pointed to the position of business
development coordinator for the
Moakley Center last December,
plans to continue and expand its
mission.
"Business people in Southeast-
ern Massachusetts want to be a part
of the educational opportunities we
have at the Moakley Center and at
Bridgewater State College," Dr.
Zegarra said. "It will be my respon-
sibility to find out what they need
and how we can help them address
those needs. I look forward to the
task."
Rtrick Cronin, an adm.irUstrator
in information technology, has been
appointed director of telecommuni-
cations.
Mr. Cronin oversees the opera-
tion of the college's "technology
highway" infrastructure, telephone
system, Moakley Center television
studio and data network. He has
worked in this area since arriving at
BSC more than six years ago.
"The telecommunications
division will continue to provide
solutions to support and improve theI
College News
Pamela Parsons Elected Choir of the Notional
Organization of College and University
Presidential Assistants
.'
Emela Parsons, assistant to
the president of Bridgewater
State College, has been elected
chairman of the board of direc-
tors for the National Association
of Presidential Assistants in
Higher Education (NAPAHE), a
professional organization which
includes representatives of 630
colleges and universities across
the na tion and in several foreign
countries.
Ms. Parsons, who has been
employed at the college since
1986, has served as President
Tinsley's assistant since 1992, and
has been actively involved with
NAPAHE for the past five years.
"This has been the single
most helpful organization to me
in my role as assistant to the
by Linda Balzotti
president," Ms. Parsons said.
"The valuable guidance and
support I have rE;ceived from
colleagues across the nation has
been enormously beneficial to me
in advancing my knowledge and
skills."
Ms. Parsons helped spear-
head a membership drive for
NAPAHE beginning in 1997 that
to date has added more than 400
members to the organiza tion, and
for the past two years she has also
served as editor of NAPAHE'S
national newsletter.
Ms. Parsons, who holds a
bachelor's degree from
Bridgewater and is enrolled in the
college's Master of Public Admin-
istration degree program, will
serve a one-year term as chairman
L
Pamela Parsons
and chief executive officer of
NAPAHE.•
•
Dr. Patricio O'Brien Named ACE Fellow
Patricia O'Brien
by Linda Balzotti
Dr. Patricia O'Brien, director
of Institutional Research and
Assessment at BSC, has been
named an ACE Fellow for the
academic year 1999-2000.
Thirty-four fellows, nominated
by the presidents or chancellors of
their institutions, were selected this
year in a national competition. The
ACE Fellows Program, established
in 1965, is designed to strengthen
institutions and leadership in
American higher education by
preparing promising faculty and
staff members for responsible
positions in college and university
administration.
Each ACE Fellow will focus on
an issue of concern to the nominat-
ing institution while spending the
next academic year or semester
working with a college or univer-
sity president and other senior
officers at a host institution.
Dr. O'Brien worked at
Emmanuel College before coming
to Bridgewater three years ago. She
holds a bachelor's degree in
psychology and religion from
Wellesley College and a master's
degree and doctorate in education
from Harvard University.
Her fellowship plans were
being finalized at press time.•
College News
President Tinsley Elected Chair
of the Accreditation Commission
"The Commission works to pro-
mote quality assurance and quality
improvements among New
England's colleges and universities,
and I consider it a privilege to be a
part of that effort."
The accreditation, which
includes self-study, an on-site
evaluation and commission review
and action, is voluntary, non-
governmental and self-regulatory. It
serves the dual purposes of quality
assurance and quality improve-
ment.
"President Tinsley's election to
chair of the commission reflects the
confidence the higher education
community has in her educational
leadership," said Dr. Charles Cook,
director of the commission. •
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President Adrian Tinsley
Sen. Brian Lees, Dr. George Serra, Dr. Victor DeSantis and Sen. Therese Murray prepare for
a taping ofCommonwealth Politics at the MoakLey teLevision studio.
"It is an honor for the center to Commonwealth Politics, bridges the
be recognized as a best practice gap between the college's academic
model by a national education community and state and federal
organization. This allows legislators.
Bridgewater State College to show- Future plans for the center
case the coordination of its resources include the establishment of a
and efforts," said Dr. George Serra, scholarship for academics studying
coordinator of the Center for the U.S. Congress or state legislative
Legislative Studies. bodies and training sessions at the
The center, through its "Distin- Moakley Center for legislative staff
guished Legislative Speaker Series" members in need of upgrading their
and the local cable talk show computer skills.•
Resident Adrian Tmsley has
begun her two-year term as chair of
the ew England Association of
Schools and Colleges' Commission
on Institutions of Higher Education.
CffiE is the regional accredita-
tion agency for 200 colleges and
universities in the six New England
states. The commission consists of 15
faculty and administrators from
accredited institutions and three
public members. President Tinsley
was chosen to head the commission
at its November meeting and she
began her duties in that capacity
June 1.
"I am very proud to have been
elected chair of NEASC's Commis-
sion on Institutions of Higher
Education," said President Tinsley.
Center for Legislative Studies Earns Notional Recognition
by Linda Balzotti
The American Association of
State Colleges and Universities has
selected BSC's Center for Legislative
Studies as one of a hundred ex-
amples of effective programs at
public four-year colleges and
universities.
AASCU, a Washington based
higher education association of
more than 425 public colleges and
universities across the United States,
released Commitment and Success: A
Compendium of Best Practices at
AASCU Institutions at its annual
meeting. This publication provides
examples of programs that illustrate
how many state colleges and
universities have responded to the
calls from policy makes and others
for more efficiency and accountabil-
ity.
The Center for Legislative
Studies, established in 1997 as part
of the Institute for Regional Devel-





community that had given him so
much," said Dr. Stanley Z. Koplick,
Chancellor of the Board of Higher
Education.
"After today, you will always
be recognized as a Tsongas Scholar
and what you do with your life will
determine if you are worthy of this
title," said Peter Meade, Executive
Vice President of Blue Cross and Blue
Shield, sponsor of the event. "Every-
one is this room believes you will
live up to those expectations." •
of this experience and to become
contributing members of the
community and leaders in the
Commonweatlth."
The scholarship was created as a
tribute to Sen. Tsongas's passion for
public service leadership, academic
achievement, and commitment to
community and service.
"Sen. Tsongas, despite his
illness, maintained his commitment
to public service always believing he
had an obligation to give back to a
.,
BSC Tson$as Scholars Jennifer Koska, Brendan Kidwell and Melinda Mathurin pose for a picture
WIth PresIdent Adrzan Tznsley and Board of Trustees Chairman Frederick Clark at the State House.
Tsongas Scholars Honored for their Academic Achievements
r-r by Linda BaIzatti
.lhe State House was the ~~--~--....,,....,._.......
location for a luncheon honoring five
Bridgewater State College students
who are this year's recipients of the
Paul E. Tsongas Scholarship. This is
the second year the scholarships
have been awarded.
Brendan Kidwell, Jennifer Koska,
Melinda Mathurin, Jennifer Simons
and David White are this year's
recipients of the scholarship created
to honor the life and work of the late
U.S. Sen. Paul E. Tsongas and for his
service to the citizens of the Com-
monwealth.
Tsongas Scholars receive full,
four-year scholarships to a state
college. All nine state colleges are
allowed to award up to five Tsongas
Scholarships each year. Students
selected are among the most aca-
demically talented students in the
state.
Remarks made at the luncheon
held April 14 focused on the achieve-
ments and attributes of the man for
whom the scholarship is named.
"Through your achievements
you have built a solid foundation for
a promising career and a bright
future," said Lt. Gov. Jane Swift.
"With this great opportunity comes a
great responsibility to make the most
l
Irene Checkovich
continuing education to college
registrar.
Ms. Checkovich sees Bridgewater
as an institution that puts students
first."There is a focus on streamlining
and automating registration methods
to better serve the students," said Ms.
Checkovich. "The college has made
great strides in web-based registration
and when the Boyden Hall renova-
tions are complete many of the stu-
dent-centered departments will be
located on the first floor creating a
whole new service space."
She holds a bachelor's degree in
French from Bates College and a
master's degree in education from
Boston University. •
Bse Welcomes New Director of Student
Records and Registration
by Linda BaIzatti
Ms. Irene Checkovich has
been appointed director of student
records and registration. She began
her position in April.
The Office of Student Records
and Registration is responsible for
overseeing student registration,
academic record keeping and cam-
pus-wide course scheduling.
"This position is a perfect fit for
who I am. I love detail, data, numbers
and computers, but at the same time I
enjoy working with people," said Ms.
Checkovich.
She began her career In higher
education, in 1975, at Fisher College
and remained there for more than 20
years in various capacities from
Philip Klotzbach
the Moakley Center. One of his last
projects was on welfare-to-work
initiatives and available public
transportation services.
The topic of Philip's honor's
thesis, "Seasonal Hurricane Forecast-
ing," provides a glimpse into what
his future may hold. He is consider-
ing pursuing a master's degree in
meteorology. It is clear he is not afraid
of the challenges that lie ahead.
"I have studied about the entire
world as a geographer. Now, 1have to
go and check these places out." •
I
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Philip Klotzbach - A ~r,~BrSiung Man with a Pion
. ThatP~pKlotz?ach received 2:30 each afternoon, then anxiously
~s bachelor s d.egree ill geography wait for all their friends to get home
ill May from Bndg~wate! State from school. His home schooling,
College, was a PresIdentIal Scholar Philip says didn't hamper his social
with a 4.0 grade point average, life. '
captain of the te.nnis team and Class "1 played little league for five
~arshal for Spr~g Commencement years and took piano lessons. 1was
IS only 'p'ar~ of his remarkable story. exposed to sports, music and always
~hi~p IS 18 years ol~ and he had my friends from the neighbor-
c.redits his parents for his educa- hood to hang Ol:lt with," said Philip.
tional ~uccess. Philip and his siblings took the
HIS mother, Barbara, who has a same standardized tests that all
master's degree in counseling from students in his hometown of Ply-
BSC, decided to home school Philip mouth took. He also took the SATs to
and his .older brother ~d .sister in apply for college.
1?85: His .brother :vas ill SIXth grade, At the age of 15, Philip began his
his. ~Ister ill. the thir~ ~ade and freshman year at Bridgewater
P~pwas Just b~gmrung school. majoring in geography. "I have been
Our education was ve~y obsessed with maps for as long as 1
structured. We spent some time can remember. Some of my earliest
~ogethe~ as a group, but most?f our memories are of pushing my
illStruStiO~wa~ <:me,~on-one~Ithmy matchbox cars over maps and
mom, Said PhilIp. We studIed learning the names of cities and
more independently as we got older, towns," he said.
which helped to prepare us for A member of Gamma Theta
college." . Upsilon, the geography honor
They.wou~d.st~rtclasses early ill society, Philip worked 15 to 20 hours
the mornmg, finishing up at about a week in the Geo-Graphics Lab at
Several College Publications Earn Notional Recognition
rr by Eva Gaffney
.lhree publications of setts Bay Transit Authority com-
Bridgewater State College won muter rail stops from Bridgewater
awards in the 14th annual Admis- into Boston's Back Bay.
sions Advertising contest for The outdoor transit poster reads
publications produced during 1998. Th,(f)~"''''i''''",''"'''''",S",n, "Credit Card. The T Stop Where
Taking a gold medal in the 1I,un~wm.'~K~'''''' Education Starts. Bridgewater State
internal publications category was l'=.~~~.=. College."
the Fall 1998 Day and Evening Courses ,,;or..r,"'--O;J. LcL"'2z*7~-' 'This is an exciting period at~~;;;;~1~~;;;~~~~~~~~t~:~gned1g,~:,.c--.~..iJj~".•. ,.• "'-'=;I~",'.9?§.~~, ~~,_.'.:,'1!J!!.~dJ ~~~~~~:~~:~;~c:f~x~ft=~cat-
with a full-color cover, oversized _ _ . ".>. through first-class publications is
grids containing course schedules extremely important to us," said Dr.
and wide margins featuring a fall Richard Cost, vice president of
leaves background with photos and institutional advancement. "I am
registration information. delighted with the high quality of
Richard Hopmer of Hopmer Today is designed by Joni Tantillo of our publications created through
Studio of Abington designed the Fall D & J Associates of Middleboro and is partnerships between our staff and
1998 Day and Evening Courses written and edited by the Office of outstanding professionals in the
schedule. The gold medal is the first Public Affairs. fields of design and production."
top-place honor earned in Admis- Bridgewater State College was The contest is sponsored by
sions Marketing contest by also recognized for its first-ever entry Admissions Marketing Report, The
Bridgewater State College. in the outdoor transit/billboard National Newspaper ofAdmissions
A bronze medal in the newslet- category. A bronze medal was Marketing, which receives nearly
ter category was awarded to awarded for a poster designed by 2,000 entries for its annual competi-
Bridgewater Today, the college's Phil McCormick of Design Works of tion from more than 500 colleges and
internal publication. Bridgewater Easton that's used on 10 Massachu- universities across the country. •
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Professor Christopher Kirkey; Chaz Landry Ill, president of the Canada Club; Canadian
Ambassador for Mine Action Jill Sinclair; President Adrian Tinsley; and Representative
Kathleen Teahan gather after Ms. Sinclair delivered this year's Distinguished Canadian
Speaker's Address.
by the year 2006. Other large
countries, including Russia, China,
India and Pakistan, have also
declined to sign, with many
claiming need for the mines as part
of their border control efforts.
Ms. Sinclair was heading for
Mozambique for another interna-
tional meeting focusing on ban-
ning anti-personnel mines.
Making his closing remarks,
Professor Christopher Kirkey of
the political science department
told students to take note of what
Ms. Sinclair and her nation were
able to do despite the odds against
them.
"Don't sell yourselves short,
there's a lot you can do," he said.
President Adrian Tinsley
echoed Professor Kirkey's encour-
agement to students, and thanked
him for the work he did arranging
for Ms. Sinclair's visit. In her
opening remarks, she praised the
Canadian Studies Program, which
sponsored the visit.
"The Canadian Studies Pro-
gram really links our college and
this region of the northeast with
Canada and really furthers U.S.-
Canadian ties," she said. •
see how the ban would affect them.
"We were talking about a
humanitarian crisis," she said.
"There was a sense tha t the time
was right to act."
The participants were chal-
lenged by Canada to come back in
a year with a convention, which is
a very short time frame when
dealing with international negotia-
tions. In that short time, Ms.
Sinclair and others worked tire-
lessly to promote the ban.
"We relentlessly pursued this
issue everywhere," she said, noting
that communication through the
Internet, fax machines and confer-
ence calls were key to the effort.
When a meeting was held a year
later in Oslo, participants made it
clear they wanted a short treaty
with "no nuance, no subtleties and
no loopholes," Ms. Sinclair said.
To date, 135 countries have
signed the ban. The U.s. is not
among them. One of the reasons,
Ms. Sinclair said, is that the U.s.
has said the weapons are essential
as part of an anti-tank mine system.
She said President Clinton has said
the U.S. will sign the ban when an
alternative is developed, hopefully
Distinguished Canadian Speaker Talks About
'Dissident Diplomacy'
O by Julie Santos Reardon, '91ne of the first things Cana-
dian Ambassador for Mine Action
Jill Sinclair said when she delivered
the Distinguished Canadian
Speaker's Address April 15 was that
she wasn't sure how distinguished
she was.
But by the time she was finished,
the audience had no doubt that
"distinguished" was just one of the
many complimentary words they
could use to describe the woman
who has been at the forefront of the
fight to ban anti-personnel land
mines worldwide.
She called her talk "Dissident
Diplomacy: Canada and the Global
Mine Ban Process," because what
her country was trying to do was
unheard of.
"We took on a role of leadership
on this issue even though we're
small politically," Ms. Sinclair said.
"We were told we couldn't do it."
The ban process began at a 1996
treaty meeting in Geneva that
focused on weaponry. When the talk
turned to anti-personnel mines, "it
became apparent that you couldn't
control what the army did with anti-
personnel mines." Maps noting their
locations could be lost and floods
and other natural acts could cause
the mines to move, making it
impossible to remove the mines
later. Further discussion noted that
the use of these mines had never
meant the difference between
victory and defeat in any conflict.
Still, the idea of instituting a ban
on land mines was not immediately
popular.
"This was an absolutely heretical
notion," Ms. Sinclair said, noting
that anti-personnel mines have been
used in every conflict since the U.S.
Civil War. "Well, some of us didn't
think it was such a bad idea or such
a crazy notion."
Canada issued an invitation for
interested countries to come to
Ottawa to discuss the idea.several
months later, and, much to their
surprise, 55 countries came as full
participants and 26 others came to
College News "
identify it or who to talk to."
To help the campus community
learn more about issues of discrimi-
nation and harassment, CCAG holds
monthly meetings open to anyone in-
terested in learning more about the
group. They also sponsor brown bag
lunches that feature videos about such
issues followed by discussion. For ex-
ample, in response to the killing of
Matthew Shepard, a gay student at the
University of Wyoming, a brown bag
lunch focused on gay-related hate
crimes.
Dr. Comedy hopes more faculty
will become involved with CCAG, be-
cause of their close daily contact with
the student population.
"1 would urge people to know
what is going on so we can have an
educated populous on the campus that
can speak to these issues," Dr. Com-
edy said. "We have a good campus
culture, but it can be even better." •
The Campus Climate Action Control Group's second "brown bag" lunch series focused on
"Gay-Related Hate Crime" and featured a video presentation followed by an open discus-
sion led by Dr. Alan Comedy.
"When people don't see these
things, they automatically think that
things are getting much, much better,"
Dr. Comedy said, adding that they
view reports of racial and sexual ha-
rassment as isolated incidents. "But
when you start to put all the isolated
incidents together, you start to see
there is still a pattern of discrimina-
tion and hate in society."
To better educate the campus
community, Dr. Comedy has been
holding a number of training sessions
for faculty and staff which have been
strongly supported by President
Tinsley. At a recent session, he said five
out of about 40 people in attendance
knew that BSC even had a sexual ha-
rassment policy, which means stu-
dents are likely even less informed.
"It's a scary kind of thing, and
then we wonder why incidents like
these are on the increase," Dr. Com-
edy said. "They don't know how to
Campus Climate Action Group Tackles
Tough Issues at SSC
by Julie Santos Reardon, '91he girl didn't come to Alan
Comedy to make a complaint about
sexual harassment. She just wanted to
talk about why she was thinking of
quitting school.
Sure, there had been problems
with a guy she knew on campus. The
young woman said the guy in ques-
tion had been bothering her: hanging
around when he wasn't wanted, con-
fronting her in the cafeteria, cursing
at her, even trying to pull her into his
room against her will. She didn't like
it, but she didn't think there was any-
thing she could do about it.
Dr. Comedy, assistant to the
president for Affirmative Action and
Minority Affairs, asked the girl if she
knew anybody who'd been sexually
harassed. The girl said no. He asked
her what she'd think ifhe told her she
was being sexually harassed. She said
she didn't think that was true. She said
the guy was "just being a pain."
This incident illustrates how
woefully uninformed many people
are about what constitutes harass-
ment, whether it be sexual, racial or
otherwise. It also shows why Dr. Com-
edy is so enthusiastic about promot-
ing the Campus Climate Action
Group (CCAG), an organization dedi-
cated to improving tolerance and un-
derstanding among BSC's diverse
community.
CCAG was born four years ago
in response to a clash between black
and white students at a basketball
game. Campus personnel came to-
gether to address the issue and CCAG
was established with the support of
President Adrian Tinsley. The group
started with about 10 to 15 members,
and now has close to 30.
Dr. Comedy has been at BSC
since February 1997 and has been
working to educate faculty, staff and
students about issues involving dis-
crimination and harassment. The cam-
pus community needs to be informed
about the kinds of racial and sexual
discrimination incidents that still oc-




Mr. Hayden's good friend
Henry Hampton received the first
Onley Award in 1988. "1 attended
this very ceremony 11 years ago and
have a deep appreciation for the
meaning of this award," said Mr.
Hayden.
Catherine Silva and Marie-
Rose Pierre-Louis, seniors at BSC,
received the Hall of Black Achieve-
ment Student Achiever Award. Two
students of African descent from
each of the nine Massachusetts State
Colleges were recognized with the
award which celebrates the culmi-
nation of an undergraduate career
that exemplifies academic achieve-
ment, strong leadership skills, and
good citizenship both on campus
and within the community.
For more information about the
Hall of Black Achievement at
Bridgewater State College, tum to
its web site at www.bridgew.edu/
hoba.•
were raised in ew Bedford. Mr.
Hayden knew Mary's three brothers
quite well.
"Mary Hudson Onley left ew
Bedford in 1937 the year I was
born," said Mr. Hayden. "But I knew
all her brothers Henry, William and
Dudley. I learned a great deal of
history about my community from
Ms. Carol Bliss-Furr, a member of the HOBA Commission and Mr. Grady Fenner, Jr.,
chairman of the HOBA Commission welcome those who attended to the 11th anniversary
Heritage Celebration.
Hall of Black Achievement Names New Inductees






The Hall of Black Achievement's
(HOBA) 11th annual Heritage Cel-
ebration provided the 250 individuals
in attendance with a chance to reflect
on the past, salute the present and
look forward to the future.
HOBA, dedicated to recogniz-
ing the accomplishments of people
of color, each year honors two
historic figures posthumously for
their achievements. This year's
inductees were U.S. Olympic athlete
Louise Stokes Fraser and choreogra-
pher Danny Sloan.
The Mary Hudson Onley
Achievement Award, named after
Bridgewater's first graduate of color,
is presented to an individual who
has had outstanding success in his or
her field.
Robert C. Hayden, a historian
who has contributed to African-
American historiography and its
literature for 30 years, received the
1999 Mary Hudson Onley Award.
Karen Johnson, director of multi-
cultural affairs at BSC and a former
student of Mr. Hayden's, nominated
him for the award.
Ironically, Mr. Hayden and Ms.
Hudson Onley and her family all
Members of thr HOBA Commission Dr. Susan Rayl (left) and Mr. Arthur Cox (right), '98,
unveil portrait of Louise Stokes Fraser with her son, Mr. Wilfred Fraser Jr. (center).
Faculty Profiles
any students whose ability to
speak English is limited.
Dr. Marganian's trip to Arme-
nia will be a homecoming of sorts.
He was born in Beirut, Lebanon to
parents of Armenian descent and is
anxious to visit the home of his
ancestors.
"I feel lowe something to the
country that is my homeland
although I have never been there,"
said Dr. Marganian. "This fellow-
ship is my opportunity to repay
my debt to my ethnic back-
ground."
The Fulbright Exchange
Program, proposed to the U.S.
Congress in 1945 by freshman
Senator J. William Fulbright of
Arkansas, was approved by
Congress and signed into law by
President Truman in 1946.•
Dr. Vahe Marganian
ate course in English, but because
of his heritage and ability to speak
Armenian, he will be able to assist
Bse Faculty Member to Begin Year as a Fulbright Scholar
by Linda Balzotti
Dr. Vahe Marganian, profes-
sor of chemistry, has been awarded
a Senior Fulbright Lecture Fellow-
ship commencing in September.
Dr. Marganian, who is of
Armenian descent, began his quest
for a fellowship when he reviewed
the announcement booklet distrib-
uted by the Fulbright Board and
found a request for a professor
interested in teaching Environmen-
tal Science and Engineering
Operations in Armenia.
"The course, using lectures and
experiments, will deal with the
critical concerns of environmental
pollution in Armenia," said Dr.
Marganian. "It is crucial to stress to
the students the importance of
remediating the environment in
this former Soviet nation."
He will be teaching his gradu-•
Dr. Sandra Faiman-Silva Named First Fiore Scholar
Dr. Sandra Faiman-Silva,
professor of anthropology, was
named the first Fiore Scholar at
Bridgewater State College.
The award will help support
her research for a book-length
monograph entitled The Courage to
Connect: Gay/Straight Community-
Building in Provincetown, Massachu-
setts. With approximately 3,500
year-round residents,
Provincetown is well known for
being a diverse and successful
community.
Though gender issues are often
the cause of conflict in the commu-
nity, residents manage to join
together - through church, govern-
ment and social organizations-
for the good of the town.
"I wanted to find out what is
making that community work,
when so many communities are
by Julie Santos Reardon, '91
Dr. Sandra Faiman-Silva
mired in conflict," Dr. Faiman-
Silva said. "The issue of world
justice and how to build a more
just community is really what
attracted me to the prize."
The late Jordan D. Fiore,
professor of history at BSC, left an
indelible mark upon the college
and the thousands of students he
taught here.
In 1998, working with
Suzanne H. Fiore, Dr. Fiore's
widow, the college created this
award. Applications are submitted
by faculty to the provost and vice
president for academic affairs and
the prize will be awarded each
spring by the provost following
consultation with the academic
deans and the president.
Dr. Ann Lydecker, provost
and vice president for academic
affairs, said the award is a won-
derful tribute and memorial to Dr.
Fiore which will provide an
important incentive for scholarly
research.•
Faculty Update
Bridgewater Review - Excerpt from December 1998
Bridgewater Review is the faculty magazine of Bridgewater
State College. Published twice a year, Bridgewater Review seeks
to highlight the work of the faculty from research to art to
poetry to community service. An excerpt of an article from the
December 1998 Bridgewater Review is featured here. The article
by Dr. John Kilbourne, assistant professor of movement arts,
health promotion and leisure studies, is entitled Running with
Zoe.
Comments and inquiries concerning the Bridgewater
Review should be addressed to Dr. Michael Kryzanek, Editor,
Bridgewater Review, Department of Political Science,
Bridgewater State College, Bridgewater, MA 02325. The full
text of this article as well as the rest of the magazine can be
found on the college's web site: www.bridgew.edu
A Letter To Ekaterina Gordeeva is a speech that was
delivered to figure skaters and their parents attending
the Canadian Figure Skating Association's British
Columbia Seasonal Training Camp, Whistler Moun-
tain, B.C., Canada, August 1996.
Ekaterina Gordeeva
I would like to receive a free subscription (2 issues per year) of the Bridgewater Review.
Name _
Address _
City _ State Zip Code
-"'" ,...~
Phone Number _
Please cut out and return to:
Bridgewater Review Subscription
c/o Dr. Michael Kryzanek, Editor • Political Science Department
Bridgewater State College • Bridgewater, MA 02325





The following is a copy of a letter that was written to a living angel of sport, figure skating sensation Ekaterina Gordeeva. The letter is a thank you
message to Ekaterina and her fellow skaters for the wonderful eulogy they performed for her late husband, Sergei Grinkov, in February, 1996.
Their performance in Hartford, Connecticut was certainly one of the most meaningful sporting events of modern times.
A LEDER TO EKATERINA GORDEEVA
Dear Ekaterina Gordeeva,
I am writing this letter to thank you and your fellow skaters for the worshipful tribute you did in Hartford, Connecticut. Your presentation
was certainly one of the most meaningful sport performances of modern times. In the following letter I would like to share with you my
thoughts and feelings about your performance eulogy. Let me begin with the magnificence of the words you shared following your personal
tribute.
I am so happy this evening is happening. I am so sad it is all over. I want to start it again. I want to thank all ofyou. I will not be able to skate here if
all ofyou will not come here tonight. So difficult to talk. I am so happy I am able to skate and show you Iny skating. But I want you to know that I
skated today not alone. I skated with Sergei. It's why it was so good. It was not me.
With these words you brought to a close the emotional, loving skating tribute you performed for your late husband Sergei Grinkov. It was
so wonderful that you returned to the ice, a hearth for most of your life.
Skating to Gustav Mahler's somber Fifth Symphony, you invited thousands of strangers to witness a personal homage to your Sergei, the
father of your daughter Daria. Supported by friends, some of the decade's finest figure skaters, including Brian Boitano, Kristi Yamaguchi,
Katarina Witt, Paul Wylie, Oksana Baiul, Viktor Petrenko, Scott Hamilton, Kurt Browning, Doug Ladre and Christine Huff, you honored the
life of Sergei Grinkov, your life companion and champion.
This performance was, for me, one of the greatest sporting presentations of my lifetime. It was more momentous than Michael Johnson's,
Kerri Strug's, or Donovan Bailey's heroic performances at the recently completed Centennial Olympic Games in Atlanta. It was more
indispensable than many of the monstrous accomplishments of basketball sensation Michael Jordan, the mastery of golfing great Tiger Woods,
or the perseverance of tennis superstar Monica Seles. What made your tribute in Hartford, Connecticut so outstanding was that you and your
friends were performing for something that is almost immeasurable. Your motivation was far greater than money, trophies, prizes, or
celebrity. Your sacrifice in this public arena was of the innermost and oldest order. You were participating in a contemporary funeral game,
honoring a departed soul through sport excellence; one of the oldest reasons for sport known to mankind.
Archaeologists have found evidence of funeral games as far back as the late Bronze Age (Thirteenth and Twelfth Centuries B.C.). And, in
Book 23 of the Iliad (750 B.C.), Homer describes the funeral games held in honor of Achilleus' late friend Patroklos. He says,
And when they had built up the funeral mound on the ground, those who built the memorial started to return [to camp]. But Achilleus stopped the
people and seated them in a broad assembly and had prizes brought from the ships, large kettles and tripods and horses and mules and heads of
powe/ful oxen and beautifully dressed women and gray iron.
This funerary event, held in 776 B.C., was the first known Olympic competition. It was a foot race to see who could first reach the altar
where Patroklos was laid to rest. It seems folks for thousands of years have been gathering in performance of games and sport to honor those
that have come before.
Over the past fifteen years I have made it my mission to keep track of modern day funerary events. Literally hundreds of athletes like
yourself are motivated by dedicating their training and performance to departed souls. What is most profound about these performances and
moreover, what modern-day athletes can learn from you and this ancient formula, is that sport goes much deeper than what science can
describe and, that sport performance is motivated more by our human side than money. Sport, after all, is a struggle for our existence (life) and
what better way to honor one's personal existence than to exult in those who have come before. Your skating performance at Hartford is by far
the most extraordinary funerary performance I have observed in all my years of chronicling these events.
In addition to your phenomenal tribute, during the last three years, the world of ice skating has brought us other examples of exceptional
funerary games. For example, just prior to the memorial in Connecticut, singles skater Rudy Galindo stunned the figure skating community
with his heartwarming victory at the United States Nationals in San Jose, California. He dedicated his performance to his father who had died
of a heart attack and his brother and two coaches who died of complications from AIDS. When he finished his long program he covered his
face, made the sign of the cross and let emotion wash over him. In an interview afterward he said, "My jumps seemed so light and easy.
Maybe it came from above - from my father, my brother, my coaches." It seems Rudy's secret motivation had just helped him to complete one
of the greatest upsets in the history of American figure skating.
Still another skater who had this personal incentive for victory is Dan Jansen, the American speed skater. At the 1988 Winter Olympics in
Calgary, Canada, Jansen, who had promised to win his race for his sister Jane who was dying of leukemia, learned of her death shortly before
his race. Sadly, he fell during his race and failed to finish. Returning at the 1992 Games in Albertville, France he again was unable to medal.
Then, at the 1994 Games in Lillehammer, Norway, in the last race of his extraordinary record-breaking career, he finished first and won the
gold medal. Immediately following his race he circled the skating track with his young daughter Jane cradled in his arms. On the medal
platform during the playing of the Star Spangled Banner, he looked skyward and saluted his late sister. He said afterward,
Jane was so much a part of my life, and she was there in the beginning of my career. So, when the anthem was just finishing, I saluted her. I knew she
was watching.
Ekaterina! If you look for it, testimony of contemporary funerary events, like the one you did in Hartford, are all around us. That which
seems to have always been part of the fabric of the human sport is hard to erase. Contemporary funeral events, both celebrated and unknown,
are a magnificent reminder of the human side of sport. They reaffirm the notion that at the deepest level sport is about relationships between
people about renewal, and about our continued existence. The ancient Greeks, for example, felt that sport and human existence were inti-
mately linked. To these ancient folks sport was the greatest testimony to the perseverance of the human spirit. By honoring the past they
hoped to safeguard for our future. Filled with emotion you provided this epilogue about our future, a future most assuredly guided by the
memory of your late husband. You said,
I don't have enough words. But, I also want to wish to all ofyou. Tn} to find happiness in every day. Spend your life with at least one smile to each
other. And say just one extra time that you love the person who lives with you. Just say I love you. It is so great. Ok! Thanks.
No Ekaterina! It is you we should be thanking. Through sport you and your fellow skaters have provided us with the hope that tomorrow
will indeed be a better day. Thank you very much for this hope and please know that your performance is proof that Sergei can and will live
forever. .
Spiritful Experiences Make Faithful People,
John Kilbourne, Ph.D.
Memorial & Honorary Gift Opportunities Brochure Now Available
The Development Office is pleased to make available a brochure that
will help family and friends consider gifts in memory of or in honor of
individuals to benefit Bridgewater State College. Please call (508) 531-1290
to request a brochure.
What Is The 1840 Society?
The 1840 Society was established in 1997 to recognize individuals
whose thoughtful philanthropy will provide for the future of Bridgewater
State College through bequests and life-income gifts.
If you would like more information about membership, please contact
Michelle Poirier, director of major and planned gifts, at (508) 531-1290.
Development Update
Membership in The 1840 Society Cops Lifelong SSC
Involvement for the Dunns
When Frank'49 and Dorothy ~ Association, which resulted in an
"Dodie" (Szafer) '51 Dunn of affiliation which extends over some
Bridgewater, and Sun City Center, 40 years." Additionally, Frank was a
Florida, shared the news of their member of the college's board of
bequest intention with the college trustees for 10 years. His most recent
last year, The 1840 Society was involvement is as a charter board
privileged to count two of member of the Bridgewater State
Bridgewater's most active and loyal College Foundation.
alumni among its membership. "We Dodie was a member of the
feel as though the college did a lot Bridgewater Public Library board of
for us, and we would like to do what trustees for over 15 years and
we can for the college," note Frank worked on the construction of the
and Dodie. new library building during her
One of Frank's earliest and most term in office. She was also ap-
vivid memories of the college dates pointed to the Massachusetts State
back to his days in a Bridgewater Board of Library Commissioners for
grammar school student in Decem- a five-year term. Currently, Dodie is
ber, 1924. It was then that he wit- Frank '49 and Dodie '51 Dunn working with the alumni office on
nessed the conflagration that nearly plans for her 50th reunion celebra-
destroyed the campus. By the time for over two years. Their rehlrn to tion.
Frank was ready to matriculate, after Massachusetts culminated many In their free time, the Dunns
fighting in the Pacific Arena during years later in their retirements: enjoy traveling. In the past year they
World War II, the college had Frank, in 1981, as a director of have visited the Galapagos Islands
emerged from the ashes and was guidance for the West Bridgewater and Ajijic, Mexico, where classmate
thriving. School System; and Dodie, in 1985, and friend Erick Sargent, '49, has
Frank, in fact, was one of four as a reading specialist for the retired with his wife, Mary Alice.
Dunn boys to attend Bridgewater. Bridgewater School System. Much of their travel in recent years
His late brother Edward was a Throughout these years, Frank has been done on commercial
member of the class of 1934; his and Dodie enriched the community freighters.
brother Harry was a member of the through their volunteer efforts. Frank and Dodie share a com-
class of 1939; and his brother Frank has remained closely involved mitment to Bridgewater State
Quintin, killed in action in France in with the college. His role as a College of which membership in The
1945, was a member of the class of campus leader dates back to the 1840 Society is only a small part. "My
1943 and was drafted as a sopho- 1950s, when he became involved four years at BSC rewarded me with
more. with the Alumni Association. "My a first-class education, many fond
Frank and Dodie met as Bridgewater experience had a memories and cherished friend-
Bridgewater students. Dodie was beneficial effect on my life for which ships," concludes Dodie. We look
among a grOl.lP of girls that Frank I am grateful," says Frank. "That forward to their many years of
would drive to church every Sunday influenced me to join the Alumni continued involvement. •
morning. Under the watchful and
approving eye of Miss S. Elizabeth
Pope, dean of women at the college
from 1919 to 1955, their romance
blossomed and they were married in
1952.
Both Frank and Dodie have
committed their lives to education,
using their BSC degrees well. Their
professional lives began in Massa-
chusetts, with Frank teaching in a
Hopedale junior high school and
Dodie teaching in Springfield. They
later moved to southern Florida,
teaching in grammar schools there
I
HELP WANTED
• Submissions for the new "HOME SWEET HOME" page
• People to fill alumni council member positions
• Class reunion committee (5's and O's only)
• SGA reunion committee
I
Dear Alumni Friends,
Welcome to the first publication
of the new Alumni "Home Sweet
Home" section. We are hoping to
encourage as many of you as
possible to get involved and pick up
a pen, a camera, paint brush or type
an insightful column to share "the
wealth."
In this new section, our aim is to
capture the essence of Bridgewater
State College alumni. We are looking
to share with one another what
makes a Bridgewater graduate
special. Talk about who we are, what
we do with our degrees and give
functional information to others by
sharing what we have learned from
our professions. Included on an
ongoing basis will be written
"snapshots" of BSC's past, present
and future. Also included will be
some personal anecdotal stories
from those that have walked the hall
before (some) of us. Having been
involved with the Alumni Associa-
tion, I have to say that some of my
favorite moments were listening to
fellow alumni talk about personal
experiences from Bridgewater they
hold dear.
We hope that you enjoy this new
section and look forward to hearing
from you. As a Bridgewater gradu-
ate you are officially called to
service. This is your opportunity to
BSC Trivia Challenge
Don't be shy. E-mail answers to
cmaguire@bridgew.eduormail to
Trivia Challenge, Alumni Relations
Office, Davis Alumni Center,
Bridgewater, MA 02325. Whoever
gets the most correct answers will
receive a Bridgewater State College
Throw Blanket. In the case of a tie,
just to be fair, contestantnames will
be randomly drawn. GOOD LUCK.





foster fellowship, inspire yourself to
think differently about life, chal-
lenge yourself intellectually and
offer your professional insight.
On a more personal note, I have
enjoyed my year as president of the
Bridgewater State College Alumni
Association. It has reinvigorated my
passion for the college, and deep-
ened my appreciation for the
faculty, administrators, staff and
students who have brought
Bridgewater from an institution of
learning to a living, breathing, life
form that has far reaching arms and
2. Since Nicholas Tillinghast was
the first president "headmaster"
of what we now know as BSC, he
can't be an alumnus. Where did
Nicholas Tillinghast get his
college degree?
3. What was the Art Building
previously used as?
4. For whom are the Shea/Durgin
freshman dormitories named?
5. Does anyone remember
"Dammit"?
6. What is BSC's motto?
a subtle voice that whispers in the
deepest recesses of your mind to
inspire greatness.
Never forget where you came
from my friends. Remember
Bridgewater in your hiring practices,
in your internship opportunities and
in your business/corporate dona-
tion programs. Above all else,
remember your alma mater with
pride. We are 33,000 strong. To-
gether we can open countless doors
of opportunity. It is not such a great
big world that we live in. Ask
around, you may be just as sur-
prised as I was to find out how
many people have a Bridgewater
connection. Finally, every once in a
while think about the little pieces of
yourself that you left behind. Maybe
someday you will be back to find
them.
I encourage you to get involved.
Please call, write, fax, or e-mail us at
your Davis Alumni Center. Or better
still, if you are in the area, stop
by ...we'llleave the light on for YA!!!
Carrie Kulick-Clark, '85, president
Bridgewater Alumni Association
7. What other New England college
has the same motto as BSC?
8. The "new" MBTA line is not the
only train that has ever brought
students to and from BSC. When
Did the last train access to our
college cease?
9. What type of throat lozenges
were most used by health
services?
10. Name the BSC graduate who has
his own television nature show
on the Disney Channel.




graduated from Bridgewater State
College with a BSED ("that's what we
got in those days") in 1935 and a
master's degree in education in 1957.
She is 88 years young, has the wit of a
modern day Will Rogers, the smile of
an angel and the clarity and memory
of what I must say would be the envy
of many a young collegiate.
Mrs. Gangone, or "Grams" as she
is now known, is the matriarch of an
extended line of BSC graduates. She is
the mother of two children: Donna
Marie, a BSC graduate in education
who was taken from this world all too
soon by cancer, and Roland Gangone.
She has five grandchildren and four
great-grandchildren. Her grand-
daughter, Anna-Maria, and grandson,
Nicholas, are both graduates of BSC.
Grandson Nicholas Gerrior is also
married to BSC graduate Laura Clark.
As we spoke, Mrs. Gangone had
several recollections about her days at
BSC that brought a hearty laugh, a
wide smile and, on occasion, a
mischievous grin.
"I started school when I was
dating my future husband, Nicholas
Gangone. He was alright," she said as
she tossed her head back and smiled.
"I loved him, my Italiano," she
Keys to Success in Education
By Catherine (Clark) Kline
Class of1983, Education
I've been fortunate to work for
the Abington Public Schools for the
past 14 years as a learning disabili-
ties specialist primarily with grades
3-6. My husband, Bob, has been an
electrical engineer with Texas
Instrument for the past 22 years.
We've lived in Taunton for the past
eight years.
Based on my experience as a
public school teacher, here is my
advice to those entering the class-
room.
Engage students in meaningful
classroom and school responsibili-
ties that foster a sense of belonging
and group alliance (i.e. cooperative
learning activities) and that con-




grinned, then chuckled. "Sometimes
he would keep me out late and it
would be hard to get to chapel in the
morning. It was mandatory to go to
chapel every morning around 7:30,
which was held in what is now the
administration building. It was so
early I thought that I was going to
are having a positive impact on
school. Assuming responsibilities
and contributing to a group goal
are essential parts of cooperative
learning.
• Learn from mistakes and
failures. The fear of making mis-
takes, feeling embarrassed and
humiliated is one of the most
formidable barriers to taking risks,
to meeting challenges, to learning.
Students with positive self-image
are more likely to perceive mistakes
as experiences from which to learn
rather than feel defeated by.
• Provide opportunities for
problem solving and decision
making. Students must be able to
articulate what the problem is,
consider various options to solve
the problem and the possible
consequences of each option, select
go to sleep in one of my classes. It
was a lot of fun. Anyway...we also
used to eat at the administration
building downstairs where chapel
was held, and as day students we
had an hour for lunch."
"That business about dancing at
noontime was great. One day this
girl and I were dancing and we got
cut in on by two boys. The boy I was
dancing with stepped on my foot,
and I said ... don't you think we
ought to sit down? Even still he was
a good dancer."
She further recollected, "Every
once in awhile we would skip
school. We were caught by Miss
Pope, The Pope, as we sometimes
used to call her. The teacher put us
in as absent and then he tried to fix it
up for us. He was an old softie," she
laughed.
"One day seven or eight of us
walked home all the way from •
Bridgewater to Middleboro, then
onto Lakeville after a Women's
Athletic Association (WAA) event. I
lived in Lakeville, so of course, I had
to go the furthest," She laughed, "I
lived a couple of miles more than
everyone else ... a few miles into
Lakeville... that'show it was then.
Oh God how my feet hurt," she
laughed.
(Gangone continued on page 29)
the option that appears most
promising, try this option and then
learn from its outcome. These are all
necessary skills in developing a
sense of autonomy and self-deter-
mination. As the student acquires
the skill to solve problems, they
will, hopefully, be better equipped
to manage the real world challenges
that confront them.
• Establish self-discipline. Stu-
dents should be able to reflect on
what they are doing, to think of the
consequences of their behavior and
the impact they have on others, to
be respectful and to assume respon-
sibility and accountability for their
actions. Students should be in-
cluded in the process of establishing





The Office of Alumni Relations has
begun planning some regional
events for the summer and fall.
Please watch for more details on
the following:
• A Night at the Paw Sox
• Boston Harbor Cruise
• Cape Cod Alumni Reception
• Breakfast Meeting in Boston
• Newport Mansions & Tennis
Hall of Fame
• Science Museum Reception
• Disney World
• Alumni Cruise to Bahamas
These are just a few of the
events that we are planning for you!
You will receive more detailed
information on these fun-filled
events in the near future.
Save These Dates!!
September 25, 1999
6th Annual Writers' Workshop
Registration 9-9:30 AM
Heritage Room - Maxwell Library
For more information call the




Plan on returning to Bridgewater
State College for the 1999 Home-
coming Weekend. If you haven't
attended a homecoming lately, this
is the year to "come home" and
revisit the campus, renew friend-
ships and take part in all the activi-
ties that are being planned for you!
So, mark your calendars now and
plan to come "home" for the day.
Career Services News
Class of 1994-Education Graduates
The Career Services Office (formerly
Career Planning and Placement) will
be destroying old credential file
Alumni Update
Tonia Matthews speaks at "Get Working
with Networking."
records from the Class of '94
graduates who set up a file in their
senior year. Credential files are kept
for five years after graduation. If you
would like the contents of your file,
please notify us in writing. Please
note that any confidential references
cannot be sent back to you.
Your request should include
your name (while at BSC) and full
address. Please include a 9x12
envelope with three first class
stamps affixed. All requests need to
be received by July 1, 1999. If you
have questions, contact Career
Services at 508-697-1328. Our
address is: Career Services, Campus
Center Room 8, Bridgewater State
College, Bridgewater, MA 02325.
Spring Networking Event: Get
Working with Networking
The annual Spring Networking
Event, cosponsored by Career
Services and Alumni Relations, was
held on March 2nd in the Campus
Center Ballroom. Tonia Matthews,
owner of Etiquette Advantage, an
executive etiquette consulting firm,
presented an interactive seminar
titled "Get Working with Network-
ing." Incorporating a number of
interactive activities, Ms. Matthews
discussed the stages of networking,
how to be more comfortable with
the process, do's and don'ts, and the
best kept secrets of networking.
This networking event gives
students the opportunity to meet
and network with alumni in their
own career field, as well as other
areas. The event is designed to
provide an open forum for students
and alumni to exchange important
career related information.
Over 100 students and alumni
attended the very successful event.
Alumni represented a variety of
career fields including, accounting/
finance,humanresources,human
services, education, communication
disorders, marketing, sciences and
communication/journalism/radio.
The offices of Career Services
and Alumni Relations would like to
thank all of the alumni who volun-
teered their time to participate in
this worthwhile event.
If you are interested in partici-
pating in events such as the career
panels or the Networking Events, fill
out the CareerNet registration in the




Did you play ice hockey at BSC
1969-81? Did you cheer them on?
If so, and you're interested in
helping form a "Friends of BSC
Hockey Club" to plan a reunion
and alumni game and support
the new Bridgewater State
College Bears Hockey Club,
please contact Andy Holman




The African-American Alumni Association sponsored the first Gospel Extravaganza held at
the college in April. Voices ofRock, a Boston-area group, was one ofseveral acts who performed
at the concert.
•
"1 had a great opportunity. I
rode to Bridgewater on the train
when I was a freshman. Miss Pope
used to insist that we all wear hats
and carry our lunch in brown paper
bag. Good Lord!" she said and
laughed and thought about it
further. "1 got to know the conduc-
tor. He used to wait for me."
"My mother use to take me to
the train station, I would get out of
the car and run like heck to catch
the train. We all had a lot of fun. We
use to go around the sundial. I had
a lot of pictures taken around there
but I left them at our 10th class
reunion. In 1935, we had about 100
students at the college then, about
twenty-five in each class. I had
some good professors. I remember
Dr. Sharakian in the master's
program when I was doing my
graduate work in 1957. He came
from Northeastern. He was great.
Everybody hated him," she
laughed. "The lessons that he
would make you do. He marked
hard. That was good, I didn't mind.
I got an A," she beamed. "We did
have a lot of fun." •
Jean Foster, '77, a member of the African-
American Alumni Council and Hall of Black
Achievement Committee, and Paul Gaines,
the former affirmative action officer at the
college, were among those who attended the
Gospel Extravaganza.
(Gangone continued from page 27)the department, came on board 25
years ago, and has seen the depart-
ment grow to eight full-time faculty
members.
"We've really diversified the
program for students in the major,"
Dr. Kryzanek said, noting that the
program now offers concentrations
in international affairs, American
politics and legal studies.
The political science department
also offers a graduate degree - the
master's in public administration.
Political Science faculty on the porch of their
new home at the college's most recent
property acquisition, 180 Summer Street.
Political Science Major Celebrates
30th Anniversary
Political science majors from
BSC who have been making their
mark on the world since 1969
gathered recently to celebrate the
30th anniversary of their major at the
college.
Part of the proceeds from the
dinner held in the campus center
ballroom will help support the Guy
Clifford Scholarship and the Robert
Larson Award. The Clifford Scholar-
ship is given annually to
an incoming graduate
student in the master's in
public administration
program, and the award is
given annually to the top
political science student.
The scholarship and
award are named for the
two men who were the
first professors of political
science at BSC.
When the political
science program began 30
years ago, Professors
Clifford and Larson were the only
two full-time faculty members. Dr.
Michael Kryzanek, current chair of
IThe class notes received in this issue
were received by April 15, 1999.
Information received after this date will
be held for the next issue.
1935
Ruth Anna Sullivan Miett and her
sister, A. Roberta Sullivan'46, were
recently honored by the Haverhill
school superintendent for their
commitment to children and the
teaching profession. They have taught
for a combined 82 years.
1936
Barbara Albret
28 Highland Ave., Box 1075




Barbara and Phyllis report: While we
were shivering in the February chill,
Kay Johnson Blackwell was enjoying a
Caribbean cruise on the Grand Princess,
the newest and largest cruise ship afloat.
The ship is three football fields in
. length, and tops the Statue of Liberty in
height ... To celebrate spring, Phyl Esau
journeyed to Austria, concentrating on
Vienna and Salzbmg ... How about the
Class Notes
I
rest of you 36r's? Any trips anything
memorable to report? We'd like to share
yom news with yom classmates, but we






Mrs. Janice Brennan Sprogell
41 Linwold Drive
West Hartford, CT 06107-1237
Arnold Lamkin writes that he is looking
forward to om 60'h reunion in the year
2000. Since retiring from the Boston
School System in 1983, Arnold and his
wife, Gert, have lived most of the year in
Delray Beach and the rest in Stoughton.
They celebrated their 50th anniversary in
December with a Caribbean and
Panama Canal cruise '" Winifred
Laughlin and Laura Pearson Grota also
did the Panama Canal cruise, with an
added visit to Costa Rica. Winnie is still
volunteering twice a week at a hospital
and its thrift shop in Talmton. Winnie
and Claire Curran Donovan have
maintained a continuous friendship
since earning master's degrees together
at Bridgewater in 1957. Winnie is
godmother to Claire's daughter, who in
March, presented Claire with her first
grandchild, Evan Rusk. Claire takes lots
of trips with her grown children, some
for golf in North Carolina, and every
summer to the Donovan house in
Weston, Maine. Claire is an active
member of the National Press Club in
Washington, D.C. ... Janice Kimbal
Andrews, of Livermore, California, and
Ida George Meikle, of Walnut Creek,
California, manage to get together often
in spite of distance ... Edith Lawler
Damon resides in a nmsing home in
Cohasset. She lived for many years in
Hull and Hingham ... Pat Harrington
Ryan traveled to Disney World in April
with her son, Barry, his wife, Carol, and
Carol's Mom ... Barbara Prince Meade
traveled to Morocco in May with an
Elderhostel group. It was of particular
interest to Barb because the group
stayed for a considerable time in
Casablanca, where she actually lived for






Members of the Golden Bridges gather for a Learning in Retirement seminar on Cranberries
through the Four Seasons, last October. This was one of the many sessions held this year.
Pictured are (L-R) Laurie Daniels, member of the Alumni Relations staff, Ruth Metcalf '37,
Barbara Albret '36, Rose Laliberty '40 and Phyllis Esau '36.
Mrs. Loretta Kennedy Dexter
15 Buckwood Drive
South Yarmouth, MA 02664-1805
1943
Ruth Trenear Sheahan was featUl"ed in a
local paper with her husband Ned as
"very interesting people". Husband and
wife have settled in Wellesley,
Massachusetts after years of living in
Maine, Michigan, Nova Scotia and
Pennsylvania. They both keep very
active in their community by working
with the Retirees Association and many
other volunteer organizations.
1946
Mrs. Phyllis Clayman Friedman
30 Washington Street #713
Brookline, MA 02146-1423
A. Roberta Sullivan and her sister, Ruth
Ann Sullivan Miett '35, were recently
honored by the Haverhill school
superintendent for their commitment to
children and the teaching profession.
They have taught for a combined 82
years.
1949
Mrs. Jacqueline Killen Weyand
34-40 94th Street, Apt. 1C






Mrs. Jean Collins Fletcher
91 Riverboat Village Road
South Hadley, MA 01075
1952
Mrs. Helen O'Connor Keegan
53 Sadys Lane
East Falmouth, MA 02536-6268
Helen O'Connor Keegan reports that
she and her husband, Harold, now have
half-dozen grandchildren from ages one
to eight. Harold is keeping active with
their church and as Santa Claus for the
past 30 years at St. Robert's Country Day
School in Andover, which Helen co-
founded in 1969 ... Jean French Vankin
and her husband are keeping very busy.
They recently enjoyed the company of
guests from all over the country and
Canada who came to town for their son
Jonathan's wedding in August.
1953
Ralph Fletcher Jr.
91 Riverboat Village Road
South Hadley, MA 01075
William MacDonald has been
welcomed into the Mashpee school
system as the interim superintendent.
He brings to the position much
experience and dedication and he is





North Easton, MA 02356-1801
Myra A. Powers Lopes was honored as
the Standard-Times Woman of the Year
for Fairhaven, Massachusetts. Myra
retired from teaching and has kept
herself busy as the author of nine books.
Myra was nominated by members of her















We're just a short seven years away from
the big 50th Reunion! At this time most
of our members are enjoying retirement,
some have moved on to new careers,
and a few others are still plugging away
in education ... Marilyn Freeman Broide
and her husband, Harry, have retired to
a new home in Tamarac, Florida. Many
have retired to Cape Cod and love it.
Just a few who have reported in are
Carol Girard Valeri in Bourne, Lorraine
and John Blanchon are spending
summers in Oak Bluffs, Gail
Hutchinson and Clark Jamison are in
Dennis, Eleanor Lydon Olson is
enjoying the beach and golfing in
Mashpee, and Caroline McPeck
Sullivan and husband, George, spend
summers in Dennisport '" Among the
dedicated souls who are still trying to
educate the youth of America are
Norma Goyetche Munroe in Gloucester
and Laura Batista Crocco who teaches
in Falmouth ... Laura has kept in touch
with Gene Kennedy, who is retired and
living in Marion. He recently returned
from a trip to the Canadian Maritime
Provinces. Laura also stays in contact
with Eileen Sullivan O'Grady and Pat
Cuff O'Neil. These gals venture to New
Hampshire and western Massachusetts
for special lunches! Eileen has been very
busy with the weddings of her son in
June and her daughter in September. In
the new career group is Vinny Sullivan,
who has been running "Sullivan's
Corner" in Quincy, Massachusetts. He
deals in fine antiques and estate
appraisals and is always a busy man ...
In the travel business are Janet Lee
Green and Carlene Dodd Brown. Janet
is a tour guide and has been to Africa,
Egypt, India, China, Nepal, Taluti,
Ecuador and the British Isles ... Carlene
continues to see the world. Her travel
agent duties provide her with the
opportunity to visit most of Europe and
many other exciting places ... Ellie
Hodgkins Yelle is selling up a storm in
the hot real estate market in Holland
PennsylvaIua. Her husband, Courtn~y, •
continues to work full-time but both
find time for their four grandchildren
who live nearby.
We were happy to hear from some
of you but hope to hear from many








East Weymouth, MA 02189
1959
Edmund Tavares received quite an
honor from the Dartmouth School Music
Association. The association dedicated
its 1999 "POPS" Scholarship Concert to




118 8th Ave. #5A
Park Slope
Brooklyn, NY 11215
These ladies know how to have agood time! (L-R) Joyce Pope West, Martha Grillo Furtado,
Carol Connors Cannata, Barbara Cowgill Flanagan and Marilyn Walsh Norton of the class of





Anne M. Striano Fairbanks is currently
teaching school part-time in Orlando,
Florida. She teaches language at a
private school and loves it! Anne is
semi-retired and spends her leisure days
with her four grandchildren: Eric,
Adam, Gina and Ryan.
1961
Joyce Pope West, Martha Grillo
Furtado, Carol Connors Cannata,
Barbara Cowgill Flanagan and Marilyn
Walsh Norton recently enjoyed a
reunion in Humarock, Massachusetts.
These women have been friends for
forty years plus! ... On November 29,
1998 Lloyd Hill joined his good friend
Peter Chrisom as grand marshals of the
46th annual Christmas Festival Parade
in Quincy, Massachusetts. Lloyd worked
in the Quincy Public Schools for 35 years
as a teacher and administrator. He
retired in January 1998.
Class Notes
1962
Douglas Pfeninger received quite an
honor from the Dartmouth School Music
Association. The association dedicated
its 1999 "POPS" Scholarship Concert to










Charles J. Laranjo was elected the
president of the Portuguese American
Federation. He was installed at the






Elaine Francis Jackson is settling into
her work as head librarian at the Norton
Public Library. She worked as the
interim head librarian for a year and has
recently been appointed on a permanent
basis.
1967
James Hunt formerly the principal of
Pollard Middle School in Needham has
recently accepted the position as















3 Great Hills Drive
East Sandwich, MA 02537-1546
Ann Brassard Koczera
119 Jarry Street





John DeMello ended his 12-year career
as the sheriff of Barnstable County. He
was honored in a ceremony with more
than 100 people. He is moving to Florida
with his family to pursue work in a
similar field ... The California State
Council on Adaptive Physical Education
Class Notes ,/
Bridgewater alumni took the opportunity to get together at a workshop in North Conway for
Haverhill, Massachusetts public school administrators. The group includes (L-R) John Clark
'83, Tim Maroney '72, Steve Buccini '73, Jim Quinn '70, Kevin Soraghan '78, Mark Kerble
'76 and John Butler '72 (not pictured).
presented Elly Goldman the
outstanding adaptive physical educator
award. Elly is currently teaching in the
Sacramento City Unified School District
... Norwood High School named




2308 West Cullivan Street
Inglewood, CA 90301
Kenneth F. Fernandes has been named a
corporator of North Easton Savings
Bank. Aside from his work he is keeping
busy with youth baseball and Easton
recreational basketball ... The winningest
coach in Yale's women's basketball and
1997 UNH Wildcat Winner Circle Hall of
Honor inductee, Cecelia DeMarco,
announced her retirement from
coaching. Cecelia's contributions to
women's basketball are many. The Yale





Barbara Bishop Sandusky recently
received her doctorate of education
degree in institutional management
from Pepperdine University in Malibu,
California ... Susan Caivano Pease, third
grade teacher, was selected as the
interim principal at Chapin Street
Elementary School in Ludlow,
Massachusetts. She plans to apply for
the position on a permanent basis... John
M. Gale is the new director of imaging





Charles E. Stevenson is a teacher at
Xaverian Brothers High School. He also
operates as the director of athletics and
head football coach for Xaverian
Brothers. Charles was recently honored
for his efforts and dedication with the








Swans Island, ME 04685
Barbara A. Stevens had her 520th
basketball win this past season at
Bentley College. She is the winningest
Division II basketball coach ... Paula
Cordeiro is now the dean of the School
of Education at the University of San
Diego ... Duncan E. Brown, a team
teacher in a fourth grade classroom, was
recently nominated as the Forestdale
Elementary School Teacher of the Year ...
Robin Crocker is looking for Ann
Britton. Robin is planning a reunion for
a summer camp and would like to get in






The Association for Persons in
Supported Employment recently
honored Claire Ghiloni with its highest
leadership award for the one person
who goes beyond her job description.
Claire is the director of statewide







Susan Waletkus has opened True Life
Chiropractic in Kingston, Massachusetts
where she specializes in gentle
chiropractic techniques ... Sandra
Raynes was appointed vice president of
performance improvement at South









Thomas M. Benvie has been named the
•new vice principal of Walsh School in
Framingham ... Ed Murray has recently
been appointed vice president of





Peachtree City, GA 30269
James Finan, a vice president of Hayes
& Sherry, Ltd. in Providence, Rhode
Island, was elected into the SIOR Society






Patricia A. Webber was recently elected
vice chairman of the Commission on
Judicial Conduct, a nine-member board
that investigates complaints of judicial
conduct ... Stephen Lynch is currently
teaching at Wilmington High School and
pursuing his master's degree at Salem
State College. He was the focus of an
article in a local paper that celebrated his
efforts and care for his students ... Judith
Kirwan Kelley received her Ph.D. in
medical sociology from Brown
University. She is currently working as a
sociology professor and as head of the














granddaughter of Eleanor Meyer
McGee '33, and wife of Bryan '83 is
Class Notes
presently a Ph.D. candidate in Human-
Machine Systems at Northeastern
University. She recently was awarded a
$10,000 scholarship from the
Interservice/Industry Training,










Kelly Sullivan Kramer and Jill Fields
Lazzeri have both volunteered to be the
class secretaries for the class of 1985.
Thank you both very much! Any
information you would like to see
published in the next issue of the
magazine may be sent to either of them
... Sandria R. Parsons is making a
difference in tl1e lives of her students.
For all of her efforts as an elementary
school teacher, she was honored by the
Standard-Times as Marion Woman of
the Year.
1986
Lucille Dauteuil was named top listing
and top selling agent at Coldwell Banker
Hayes Associates for the month of
November ... Gerald LePage was
appOinted the new assistant dean of
mathematics, science and Engineering at
Bristol Community College in Fall River,
Massacl1usetts ... Heidi Courturier
Gigandet and her husband recently
adopted their second child, Taylor, a boy
from Bogota, Colombia. This is their
second adoption from Colombia. Their
daughter Mikayla is 21/2. They
continue to live in Newbury,
Massachusetts ... Marc Olivier is set to
marry Maureen Davis '93 in Jlme of
1999. "Markie Red" is looking for the
following "Hill Rats" and Scott Hall Surf
Club members: B. Berger, K. Boire, S.
Murphy Ross, B. McNulty, J. Horgan,
K. Maunsell, Cisco, L. McDermott, R.
Wh~lpley, and J. Humphries. He can be
reached by telephone at (508) 695-2726
or by email atolivier@massed.net.
1987
Kevin Kindregan
1459 VFW Parkway #B-12











East Taunton, MA 02718
Robert Arsenault is the music
department chairman and band director
at Mt. Hope High School. He has
recognized by School Band and
Orchestra magazine as one of their "50
Directors Making a Difference" ... Many
alums gathered in Orlando, Florida, last
October to celebrate Michelle (Shelly)
Murphy's wedding. Karen Walmsley
'88, Julie Ovadia '88, Bill Gagliard '88,
Peter Marsiglia '89, Marcia Stetson
Glassman '89, Joann Kelly Pizzarella
'89, and Nandine DeDoming Timperio
'89 all had a wonderful time celebrating
with Shelly and her husband, Michael.
1990
Darlene Costa





Dianna T. Fiske Charest would like to
armounce that she has recently relocated
to Okinawa, Japan. Her husband is a
lieutenant in tl1e United States Navy and
they will be stationed there for the next
three years. Dianna would love to hear
from fellow classmates in the
communications disorders major or
other Navy wives. Her new address is
PSC 482 Box 163; FPO AP 96362-163 ...
Doris V. Blaney, was named senior tax
accOlmtant with Alexander Aronson
Finning, and Co.. ,. Melissa Caron
"
graduated from Rhode Island College in
May 1998 with an MSW. She has been
working for New Bedford Child and
Family Service as an adoption
supervisor in the infant and older
children's program. She would love to
hear from her old classmates and
friends. She can be reached at
melscaron@aol.com ... Jane Taris
Cafferty sends congratulations to her
father Dr. Taris, former professor at
Burnell, on the latest edition of the
Curious Creatures textbooks. She would
also like to send best wishes to Andrea
Ayer '91 and Cafferty on the wedding:







60 Linden Street, Apt. 1
Salem, MA 01970
Tim Hatfield graduated from New
England School of Law in May of 1998
and passed his bar exam last November.
Congratulations Tim! ... Mary Guarino,
a second-grade teacher at the Burrell
School in Foxboro, Massachusetts,
received her veteran teacher certification
from the Michigan Board for
Professional Teaching Standards last fall
... Sal Cardella has reenlisted for another
four years of service while at 9th Marine
Corps District, Kansas City, Missouri ...
Sergeant Michael R. Miksch, a member
of the Massachusetts Army National
Guard, earned the Outstanding Military





Kelly Michele O'Neill Hollis received
her DDS. degree in May of 1998 and







Jennifer Dragani Pipe was married to
Robert Pipe in May of 1998. She is
currently working at Babson College in
the annual fund and alumni department.
She works part-time as an assistant
athletic trainer at Pine Manor and
Newbury Colleges ~ Chestnut Hill. She
is planning on attending Babson College
to get her MBA.
1994
Lauren Farina
30 Pond Street, #3
Braintree, MA 02184
Parents and students of the Cushman
School in Dartmouth recently honored
Paul Foucart as their Man of the Year.
Everyone wanted to show Mr. Foucart
how much they appreciated his efforts
that extend beyond what is expected
from a teacher ... Christine Tafralian has
recently been promoted to the fitness
director at the Weymouth Club in South
Weymouth, Massachusetts ...Thomas
Hevner is a senior scientist with BETA
Engineering, Inc. and is pursuing a
master's degree in civil engineering at
Northeastern University on a part-time






Robert E. Peloquin is serving in the U.S.
Navy in Jacksonville, Florida ...
Kimberly Hogan graduated from
Southern New England School of Law in
June of 1998 and recently passed her bar
exam ... Jason Vaga is currently working
at Aria in Boston. He enjoys his work
and occasionally runs into a few
celebrities! ... Aram V. Goshgarian has
recently been approved for a full-time
patrolman position in Harwich,
Massachusetts ... Carl M. Swanson has








N. Dartmouth, MA 02747
Noel Vigue and Lauren Eck are both
high school athletic trainers. Noel is the
head trainer at AsWand High School
and Lauren is a trainer at Holliston High
School. Both are matching the growing
demands on athletic trainers with
dedication to high quality treatment and
a love for the job.
1997
Roger Limoges
5 West Glebe Road #B7
Alexandria, VA 22305
Navy Ensign Ryan T. Dill received his
commission as a naval officer after
completing Officer Candidate School at
Naval Aviation Schools Command,
Naval Air Station, Pensacola, Florida.
1998
Eric Bertrand is the owner of Body
Mechanix in Swansea, Massachusetts.
Body Mechanix is a comprehensive
workout studio that welcomes people
looking for more personalized attention
and individual guidance when
embarking on the road to a healthier
lifestyle.
In the next edition of the
magazine, we would like to
include a section called Faculty
Notes. If anyone has information
they would like included in this
section please email to
classnotes@bridgew.edu or mail
to Office of Alumni Relations, PO
Box 13, Bridgewater, MA 02325.




Bradford Winslow '64 to Joann Gwen Brierley on ovember
11,1998
Dr. George M. DeMarco, Jr. '78 to Carolyn Ridenour on July
12, 1998
Nancy Ellen Donoghue '85 to Douglass John Feldman
James W. Cadorette '89 to Christine M. Stahli
Michelle A. Murphy '89 to Michael Pickett in October 1998
Darren R. Shepardson '90 to Shannon Marie Bellinger on
August 29, 1998
Andrea Ayer '91 to Albert Cafferty on October 9,1998
Kelly Marie Brine '91 to Timothy Carey on October 10, 1998
Michael Klimas '91 to Shelly Mary Latulippe
Mary Margaret Malone '92 to Kevin William Davis
Tara Cronin '93 to Ted Jones '94 on October 17, 1998
Michael Dawson '93 to Jennifer Ripper on August 8, 1998
Jennifer Dragani '93 to Robert Pipe on May 30, 1998
Roderick MacLeod '93 to TiHany Goldberg
Carolyn Jean Francis '94 to Christopher Arris Swift
Deirdre Ewell '95 to Roger Thibault Jr. on September 12, 1998
Robert E. Peloquin '95 to Amy Jutilainen on September 5, 1998
Melissa A. Schieri '95 to Kevin J. Sullivan '96 on July 11, 1998
Stephen J. Norris '96 to Kara T. Croston
Scott Ollerhead '96 to Sandra Brooks on July 25,1998
Gaston Marzoratti '98 to Diana Maslanka on August 22, 1998
To Nancy Reed Imai '77, a daughter, Mia, on April 12, 1998
Births
Deaths
Mary Anacki '43 on December 17, 1998
Arlene Mary Hill Mathewson Pratt '44 on February 26, 1999
Elizabeth Snow '45 on December 26,1998
Caryl Besse Godfrey '46
Lorraine Gwodz Norberg '49
Janet B. Beaton Rider '50 on February 20, 1999
Marjorie A. Daniele Collins '55 on January 17, 1999
Gloria Anne MacIsaac Flaherty '55 on February 5,1999
Anthony Rose Peters '56 on March 9, 1999
Charles E. Valine '56 on January 29, 1999
Bruce W. Ellis '57 on January 27, 1999
David W. Sullivan '58 on January 2, 1999
Marjorie J. Chace Elias '61 on February 20,1999
Sylvia Hashem Kostecki '62 on February 1, 1999
Stella M. Wadas Horrocks '64 on February 22, 1999
Frederick E. Doll '65 on November 30, 1998
Rev. Arvid L. Anderson '67 on December 24, 1998
Margaret A. Rioux '67 on February 6, 1999
Alma Germaine Rossi '69 on February 12, 1999
Sr. Paule Agnes Gabriau, SUSC '70 on February 4, 1999
James F. McGonagle '70 on December 31, 1998
Edward F. Young '71 on January 24,1999
Nancy Elizabeth Ivimey Frazier '73 on January 7, 1999
William LeFort '73 on ovember 23,1998
Susan Needel Rosenbloom '75 on December 23,1998
Eleanor Gagne '76 on January 24,1999
Lisa Ann Lovell Drew '70 on March 12, 1999
Robert F. Ferreira '81 on January 12, 1999
Stephan Mattews '87 on December 18, 1998
Betsey Sara Joyce '93 on January 1, 1999
Prof. Wayne F. Dickinson on December 10, 1998
Kathryn White Larrabee '14 on December 17, 1998
Madeline Shaw Holmes '22 on March 1, 1999
Helen Savory Halloway Waterman '22 on March 4, 1999
Elizabeth Carroll Sutherland '25 on January 13, 1999
Jessie Cameron (Macintyre) Desautels on November 27, 1998
Mildred E. Tammett Glass '26 on December 23, 1998
Framces Terry '27 on December 9, 1998
Doris 1. Annis '27 on November 29, 1998
Alice Eddy '28 on December 28,1998
Marian Gilmore '28 on November 17, 1998
Muriel S. Johnson '29 on February 22,1999
Liane S. Tousignan '29 on February 8,1999
Mary Anderson Welch '29 on November 28, 1998
Louise R. Anderson '30 on January 12, 1999
Evelyn Hinckley Robinson Burke '30 on December 30,1998
Isabelle R. Odabashian '30 on December 23, 1998
Marguerite E. Small Young '30 on February 8,1999
Tillie Linnea Jacobson Coburn '31 on December 24,1998
Annie E. Hopkins McAdams '31 on December 31, 1998
Hilda G. Dowd '32 on February 1, 1999
Ann K. Leary Bennett '33 on November 9,1998
Marion T. Keith Hogue '33 on December 21, 1998
William G. Johnson '33 on February 26,1999
Frances A. Norton '34 on January 13, 1999
Phyllis M. Fotelis '35 on February 14, 1999
C. Victor Johnson '39 on February 21,1999
Ruth E. Snow Knight '40 on December 3,1998
Jeanne B. Sherman '40 on March 15, 1999
William E. Kearns '41 on January 4,1999
Lucille Healy Thomas '41 on December 6, 1998
Virginia P. Burns '42 on February 13, 1999
Anne F. Connell '42 on December 4,1998
THE BRIDGEWATER COLLECTION
DESCRIPTION PRICE QTY. SIZE/COLOR COST
Bridgewater Arm Chair
Laser Engraved with BSC Seal; Black with Cherry Chair Crown and Arms $250.00
Bridgewater Rocker
Laser Engraved with BSC Seal; Black with Cherry Chair Crown and Arms $275.00
Bridgewater Ann Chair
Black with Cherry Arms & Gold Silk Screen of BSC Seal $250.00
Bridgewater Boston-Style Rocker
Black with Gold Silk Screen of BSC Seal $275.00
Bridgewater Liberty Side Chair
Black or Cherry Finish with Gold Silk Screen of BSC Seal $225.00
(Optional Chair Personalization)
Available for any Inscription up to Two Lines $ 20.00
College Mirror
Hand-painted Scene of Boyden Hall on a 15" x 26" Mirror in Silver Toned Frame $165.00
Bridgewater Desk Clock
Pen & Ink Scene of Boyden Hall; Hand-Finished Wood Frame in Mahogany or
Dark Green Tone -7" x 8" x 2" Quartz movement, batteries included. $115.00
Pen & Ink Mirror & Desk Box
Hand-Finished Poplar Wood Box features a Reproduction Pen & Ink Print of BSC $110.00
Crewneck Sweatshirt
90% Cotton/10% Acrylic, Athletic Cut, Gray with Red BAA Logo - Size L or XL $ 28.00
Bndgewater Polo Shirt
100% Cotton, White with Red Embroidered BAA Logo - Size L or XL $ 25.00
Bndgewater State College Woven Coverlet
Red & Natural White 100% Cotton Custom-Woven Coverlet; Features 10 College Buildings $ 49.95
Bridgewater Portable Umbrella
Red & White Nylon Panels with BAA Logo $ 15.00
Hyannis-Bridgewater 60th Anniversary Golf Shirt
White shirt with Red logo - Sizes M, L and XL $ 18.00
Hyannis-Bridgewater 60th Anniversary Long Sleeve T-Shirt
White shirt with Red logo - Sizes M and L $ 15.00
Bridgewater Travel Mug - Insulated - Hot/Cold; White with Red BSC Seal; 22 oz. $ 5.00
Bridgewater Mug - White Porcelain with Red BSC Seal $ 4.50
Bridgewater Alumni Association Baseball Caps - White Cap with Red Lettering $ 10.00
Bridgewater Alumni License Plate Holder - Chrome with Red Lettering $ 10.00
Bridgewater Alumni Association Computer Bag - Quality bag with compartments
to hold lap-top and more! - Maroon with White imprint of BAA logo $ 32.00
SUB-TOTAL
Tax - Massachusetts residents add 5% Sales Tax - No Tax on Clothin£
Shipping - For each Chair add $35; For Each Mirror Add $6; For All Other Items add $4
TOTAL
Personalization: _
Payment & Shipping: Check or Money Order Enclosed (Make check payable to Bridgewater Alumni Association)
MC 0 VISA 0 AMEX 0
Card # Exp. Date: Signature: _
Name: _
Address: Daytime Phone: _
City: State: ZipCode: _
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The Bridgewater Collection
These are a sampling of the official Bridgewater clothing, furniture, and other gift items that you can purchase through Bridgewater magazine.
A form with a complete list of all items available and prices
for each is inserted in this issue. If you have a question,
call us at 508-531-1287. We appreciate your patronage!
This adjustable white baseball cap with
BAA logo costs $10.00
Bridgewater State College Woven Coverlet is red and natural white
and features 10 College Buildings. 100% cotton, custom-woven. $49.95
This Bridgewater portable
umbrella is only $15.00
A Bridgewater polo shirt can be yours
for $25.00 (sizes L or XL)
This Bridgewater mirror, featuring a
picture of Boyden Hall, is available
for $165.00
Chrome BSC Alumni license plate holder is $10.00 A handsome Bridgewater
arm chair, black with college
seal in gold, is $250
Carry your laptop computer and more in
one of our cases for $32.00
Commencement
This year's 15Bth spring commencement ceremonies marked the end of an era at Bridgewater State College. The
Class of 1999 - 900 undergraduate and graduate students representing 189 Massachusetts cities and towns, seven
states and the nation of Japan - is the last to graduate from the college during this century. Honorary degrees
were awarded to Mr. Jeffrey Corwin, '92 and host of Disney Channel's "Going Wild with Jeff Corwin," Ms. Terry
Hart Cogan, '51, and Dr. Cynthia Secor.
!
The presidential platfonn party included from left
to right: Mr. Louis Ricciardi, '81, c11airman of the
Bridgewater State College Foundation; Mr. Edward
O'Donoglwe, retired superintendent Bridgewater-
Raynham regional school district; Ms. Terry Hart
Cogan, '51, honorary degree recipient; Mr. Jeffrey
Corwin, '92, commencement speaker and honorary
degree recipient; Dr. Adrian Tinsley, president of
Bridgewater State College; Dr. Cynthia Secor,
honorary degree recipient; Ms. Noelle Foye, student
speaker; and Mr. Frederick Clark, '83, chairman of
the Board of Trustees.
President Tinsley presents Marie
Dennehy with l,er master's degree.
Mr. Jeffrey Corwin encourages graduates
to live life to the fullest.
Dr. George Weygand, professor of physics,
completes his last official duties as college
marshal before his retirement in June.
Ms. Kelly "Chachi" Fitzgerald and Ms.
Heather Sansovoy savor the moment.
From left, Mr. Mike Hayes, Mr. Kevin
Ryan and Mr. Steve Carew celebrate at
a reception after the commencement
ceremony.
Ms. Katherine Woodward is congratu-
lated by her mom.

